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ITEM: 02 

00 WARRANTY CODES 

The following newwarranty complaint code has been allocated tocover the "CD Auto 
Changer Link Lead": 

XJ6 & XJ-S 

CODE 
70U 

ITEM: 03 

DESCRlFllON 
CD Auto Changer Link Lead 

00 WARRANTY CODES 

To enable Dealers to code more accurately the causes of radio interference, new 4th 
digit warranty complaint codes have been allocated to the following sections of the 
XJ6 and XJ-S code books. 

Please use the appropriate third digit component code within these sections, if that 
component is the source of the interference. 

XJ6 AND X J S  COMPLAINT CODE BOOK - 4TH DIGIT ADDITIONS 

Reference to codes in Section 7Q should only be made if components within this area 
are the cause. 

SECTION 

2G 
4G 

7A 

7B 

7C 
7U 
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4TH DIGIT CODE 
Y 
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E 
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DESCR1PTION 

Radio Interference 

Radio Interference 
Radio Interference 

Radio Interference 
Radio Interference 
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JD 01/92, which covers XJ-S 92.5 MY preliminary information, has been released for 
translation purposes only; the English language version will be released nearerto the 
volume build date of 09.03.92. 

XJ-S FACELIFT ITEM: 02 

00 WARRANTY CODES 

The following newwarrantycomplaintcodehas been allocated tocoverthe "CD Auto 
Changer Link Lead": 

CODe DESCRIPTIO N 
70U CD Auto Changer Link Lead 

XJ6 & XJ-S ITEM: 03 

00 WARRANTY CODES 

To enable Dealers to code more accurately the causes of radio interference, new 4th 
digit warranty complaint codes have been allocated to the following sections of the 
XJ6 and XJ-S code books. 

XJS AND XJ-5 COMPLAINT CODe BOOK - 4TH DIGIT ADDITIONS 

SECTION 4TH DIGIT CODE DESCRIPTION 

2G Y Radio Interference 

4G y Radio Interference 

7A Y Radio Interference 

78 W Radio Interference 

7C e Radio Interference 

7U W Radio Interference 

Please use the appropriate third digit component code within these sections, if that 
component is the source of the interference. 

Reference to codes in Section 70 should only be made if components within this area 
are the cause. 
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translation purposes only; the English language version will be released nearerto the 
volume build date of 09.03.92. 

XJ-S FACELIFT ITEM: 02 

00 WARRANTY CODES 

The following newwarrantycomplaintcodehas been allocated tocoverthe "CD Auto 
Changer Link Lead"; 

CODe DESCRIPTIO N 

70U CD Auto Changer Link Lead 

XJ6 & XJ-S ITEM: 03 

00 WARRANTY CODES 

To enable Dealers to code more accurately the causes of radio interference, new 4th 
digit warranty complaint codes have been allocated to the following sections of the 
XJ6 and XJ-S code books. 

XJ6 AND XJ-S COMPLAINT CODE BOOK - 4TH DIGIT ADDITIONS 

SECTION 4TH DIGIT CODE DESCRIPTION 

2G Y Radio Interference 

4G y Radio Interference 

7A y Radio Interference 

78 W Radio Interference 

7C E Radio Interference 

7U W Radio Interference 

Please use the appropriate third digit component code within these sections, if that 
component is the source of the interference. 

Reference to codes in Section 70 should only be made if components within this area 
are the cause. 
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ITEM: 04 

10 REVISED SERVICING INTERVAL / TIMES 

Servicing times have been re-examined to include inspection of the handbrake shoes 
and now comply with the following list: 

Miles 

Kilometres 
Hours 

AJ6 ENGINES 

Miles 
Kilometres 

Hours 

ITEM: 05 

1000 

1500 

1.85 

12 CYLINDER HEAD REAR COVER GASKET 

52500 

84000 
2.05 

As a result of oil and coolant leakage from the cylinder head rear cover gasket, gasket 
EBC 2568 has been introduced to seal the cylinder head rear cover plate instead of 
the previously used "Hermetite" sealant. 

7500 

12000 

2.05 

The gasket is of the Dow Print type (ie: it has a sealing bead on one side) and should 
be fitted with the beading facing the cytinder head. No additionai sealant is needed. 

60000 

96000 
4.70 

This gasket supersedes the paper gasket EHC 1131. 

15000 

24000 
2.55 

SRO: 12.29.1 6 

67500 

108000 

2.05 

TIME: 1.4 Hours 

22500 

36000 
2.05 

ITEM: 06 

75000 

120000 

2.55 

18 SPARK PLUG (SERVICE REPLACEMENT) 

30000 

48000 

4.05 

For service replacement purposes, Champion N4C spark plugs are recommended to 
overcome problems of misfire / uneven running conditions which may be exper- 
ienced with XJ6 2.9 models. 

82500 

132000 

2.05 

N4C plugs are now available through Parts Operations, under Part No. EBC8523,and 
supersede the previously-recommended N3C plug, Part No. EAC 8344. 

37500 

60000 

2.05 

PLEASE NOTE THAT N4C SPARK PLUG PART NUMBER EBC 8523 SHOULD ONLY BE 
FllTED TO XJ6 2.9 MODELS. 

45000 

72000 

2.55 

90000 

144000 

4.05 

97500 

156000 

2.05 
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XJ6 ITEM: 04 

10 REVISED SERVICING INTERVAL I TIMES 

Servicing times have been re--€xamined to include inspection ofthe handbrake shoes 
and now comply with the following list: 

Miles 1000 7500 15000 22500 30000 37500 45000 

Kilometres 1500 12000 24000 36000 48000 60000 72000 

Hours 1.85 2.05 2.55 2.05 4.05 2.05 2.55 

Miles 52500 60000 67500 75000 82500 90000 97500 

Kilometres 84000 96000 108000 120000 132000 144000 156000 

Hours 2.05 4.70 2.05 2.55 2.05 4.05 2.05 

AJ6ENGINES ITEM: 05 

12 CYLINDER HEAD REAR COVER GASKET 

As a resultofoil and coolant leakage from the cylinder head rear cover gasket, gasket 
EBC 2568 has been introduced to seal the cylinder head rear cover plate instead of 
the previously used "Hermetite" sealant. 

The gasket is of the Dow Print type (ie: it has a sealing bead on one side) and should 
be fitted with the beading facing the cylinder head. No additional sealant is needed. 

This gasket supersedes the paper gasket E8C 1131. 

SRO: 12.29.16 

TIME: 1.4 Hours 

XJ62.9 ITEM: 06 

18 SPARK PLUG (SERVICE REPLACEMENT) 

For service replacement purposes, Champion N4C spark plugs are recommended to 
overcome problems of misfire I uneven running conditions which may be exper
ienced with XJ6 2.9 models. 

N4C plugs are now available through Parts Operations, under Part No. ESC 8523, and 
supersede the previously-recommended N3C plug, Part No. EAC 8344. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT N4C SPARK PLUG PART NUMBER ESC 8523 SHOULD ONLY BE 
FITTED TO XJ6 2.9 MODELS. 
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XJ6 ITEM: 04 

10 REVISED SERVICING INTERVAL I TIMES 

Servicing times have been re--€xamined to include inspection ofthe handbrake shoes 
and now comply with the following list: 

Miles 1000 7500 15000 22500 30000 37500 45000 

Kilometres 1500 12000 24000 36000 48000 60000 72000 

Hours 1.85 2.05 2.55 2.05 4.05 2.05 2.55 

Miles 52500 60000 67500 75000 82500 90000 97500 

Kilometres 84000 96000 108000 120000 132000 144000 156000 

Hours 2.05 4.70 2.05 2.55 2.05 4.05 2.05 

AJ6ENGINES ITEM: 05 

12 CYLINDER HEAD REAR COVER GASKET 

As a resultofoil and coolant leakage from the cylinder head rear cover gasket, gasket 
EBC 2568 has been introduced to seal the cylinder head rear cover plate instead of 
the previously used "Hermetite" sealant. 

The gasket is of the Dow Print type (ie: it has a sealing bead on one side) and should 
be fitted with the beading facing the cylinder head. No additional sealant is needed. 

This gasket supersedes the paper gasket ESC 1131. 

SRO: 12.29.16 

TIME: 1.4 Hours 

XJ62.9 ITEM: 06 

18 SPARK PLUG (SERVICE REPLACEMENT) 

For service replacement purposes, Champion N4C spark plugs are recommended to 
overcome problems of misfire I uneven running conditions which may be exper
ienced with XJ6 2.9 models. 

N4C plugs are now available through Parts Operations, under Part No. ESC 8523, and 
supersede the previously-recommended N3C plug, Part No. EAC 8344. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT N4C SPARK PLUG PART NUMBER EBC 8523 SHOULD ONLY BE 
FITTED TO XJ6 2.9 MODELS. 
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XJ-S V12 (92 MY)  ITEM: 07 

19 FUEL PRESSURE TEST 

A fuel pressure test adaptor, JD181, has been developed for use on 92MY XJ-S V12 
systems (from VIN 179740). 

The adaptor has identical end fittings to the fuel rail and fuel supply hose. It also has 
a 1/4 BSP end gauge fitting to be used in conjunction with pressure gauge YWB 107 
(Epitest equipment pressure gauge). 

Using the following procedure, pressure test the fuel system observing all the safety 
precautions detailed in the Service Manual: 

Open the luggage compartment and displace the right hand trim liner. 
Displace the fuel pump relay (Fig. 1) silver relay on black / yellow base) from its 
mounting, adjacent to the E.C.U. and remove the relay. 
Crank the engine to depressurise the fuel system. 
Refit the fuel pump relay. 
Open the bonnet and f i t  wing protection. 
Undo the union nut (1 Fig. 21, remove the fuel supply hose from the fuel rail and re- 
move the 'Viton' seal. 

FIG 2 

With the seal in place, fit the pressure test adaptor JD 181 to the fuel rail and tighten 
the union nut. 
Fit the seal to the supply hose and connect to the pressure test adaptor. Tighten the 
union nut. 
Fit and tighten the pressure test gauge, YWB 107, to the adaptor (Fig. 3). Ensure a 
sealing washer is in place. 
 isc connect the vacuum hose from the base of the fuel pressure regulator valve ( 1  Fig. 
4). 
Run the engine. 
Monitor the fuel pressure : 2.5bar + 0,1 bar. 
Switch off the engine. 
Depressurise the engine as detailed above. 
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19 FUEL PRESSURE TEST 

A fuel pressure test adaptor, JD181, has been developed for use on 92MY XJ-S V12 
systems (from VIN 179740). 

The adaptor has identical end fittings to the fuel rail and fuel supply hose. It also has 
a % SSP end gauge fitting to be used in conjunction with pressure gauge YWB 107 
(Epitest equipment pressure gauge). 

Using the following procedure, pressure test the fuel system observing all the safety 
precautions detailed in the Service Manual: 

Open the luggage compartment and displace the right hand trim liner. 
Displace the fuel pump relay (Fig. 1) silver relay on black / yellow base) from its 
mounting, adjacent to the E.C.U. and remove the relay. 
Crank the engine to depressurise the fuel system. 
Refit the fuel pump relay. 
Open the bonnet and fit wing protection. 
Undo the union nut (1 Fig. 2)' remove the fuel supply hose from the fuel rail and re
move the 'Viton' seal. 

FIG 1 FIG 2 

With the seal in place, fit the pressure test adaptor JD 181 to the fuel rail and tighten 
the union nut. 
Fit the seal to the supply hose and connect to the pressure test adaptor. Tighten the 
union nut. 
Fit and tighten the pressure test gauge, YWB 107, to the adaptor (Fig. 3). Ensure a 
sealing washer is in place. 
Disconnect the vacuum hose from the base ofthe fuel pressure regulator valve (1 Fig. 
4). 
Run the engine. 
Monitor the fuel pressure : 2,5bar ± 0,1 bar. 
Switch off the engine. 
Depressurise the engine as detailed above. 
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19 FUEL PRESSURE TEST 

A fuel pressure test adaptor, JD181, has been developed for use on 92MY XJ-S V12 
systems (from VIN 179740). 

The adaptor has identical end fittings to the fuel rail and fuel supply hose. It also has 
a % SSP end gauge fitting to be used in conjunction with pressure gauge YWB 107 
(Epitest equipment pressure gauge). 

Using the following procedure, pressure test the fuel system observing all the safety 
precautions detailed in the Service Manual: 

Open the luggage compartment and displace the right hand trim liner. 
Displace the fuel pump relay (Fig. 1) silver relay on black / yellow base) from its 
mounting, adjacent to the E.C.U. and remove the relay. 
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Open the bonnet and fit wing protection. 
Undo the union nut (1 Fig. 2)' remove the fuel supply hose from the fuel rail and re
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J ", ;Sot. 

FIG 1 FIG 2 

With the seal in place, fit the pressure test adaptor JD 181 to the fuel rail and tighten 
the union nut. 
Fit the seal to the supply hose and connect to the pressure test adaptor. Tighten the 
union nut. 
Fit and tighten the pressure test gauge, YWB 107, to the adaptor (Fig. 3). Ensure a 
sealing washer is in place. 
Disconnect the vacuum hose from the base ohhe fuel pressure regulator valve (1 Fig. 
4). 
Run the engine. 
Monitor the fuel pressure : 2,5bar ± 0,1 bar. 
Switch off the engine. 
Depressurise the engine as detailed above. 
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FIG 3 FIG 4 

Remove the pressure test adaptor and gauge (Fig. 3). 
Fit a new 'Viton' seal and refit the supply hose to the rail. Torque tighten the union 
nut to 10 to 12 Nm. 
Connect t he  vacuum hose to the fuel pressure regulator valve. 
Refit the fuel pump relay and re-position the tr im liner. 
Remove wing protection, close the bonnet and the luggage compartment. 

XJ6 MODELS ITEM: 08 

57 STEERING RACK, PINION VALVE ASSEMBLY SEALS - RENEW - 57.70.09 

A set of Service Tools has been developed (JD 184, JD 185, JD 186 and JD 187) to as- 
sist in renewing the steering pinion valve energised seals; Service Tool JD 120, steer- 
ing rack centralising pin, is also needed t o  carry out the operation. 
As a general guide, if lack of steering assistance from cold is experienced, renew the 
seals. A seal kit is available, Part No. JLM 10839. 
To renew the seals, proceed as follows: 

Note: Energised pinion seals should only be fitted to steering racks with plated pin- 
ion bores. Plated bore racks were fitted from VIN 597940. The plated racks are 
also identified by the part number stamped on the plate on the underside of 
the rack (Fig. 1). Part No. CBC 9052 - Right-hand drive vehicles. Part No. CBC 
9053 - Lefi-hand drive vehicles. Energised seals were introduced from Part 
No. CCC 5650, XJ6 and Part No. CCC 5660, XJS. 

FIG 1 FIG 2 
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FIG 3 FIG 4 

Remove the pressure test adaptor and gauge (Fig. 3). 
Fit a new 'Vitan' seal and refit the supply hose to the rail. Torque tighten the union 
nut to 10 to 12 N m. 
Connect the vacuum hose to the fuel pressure regulator valve. 
Refit the fuel pump relay and re-position the trim liner. 
Remove wing protection, close the bonnet and the luggage compartment. 

XJ6 MODELS ITEM: 08 

57 STEERING RACK, PINION VALVE ASSEMBLY SEALS - RENEW - 57.10.09 

A set of Service Tools has been developed (JD 184, JD 185, JD 186 and JO 187) to as
sist in renewing the steering pinion valve energised seals; Service Tool JD 120, steer
ing rack centralising pin, is also needed to carry out the ope rat ion. 
As a general guide, if lack of steering assistance from cold is experienced, renew the 
seals. A seal kit is available, Part No. JLM 10839. 
To renew the seals, proceed as follows: 

Note: Energised pinion seals should only be fitted to steering racks with plated pin
ion bores. Plated bore racks were fitted from VIN 597940. The plated racks are 
also identified by the part number stamped on the plate on the underside of 
the rack (Fig. 11. Part No. esc 9052 - Right-hand drive vehicles. Part No. CSC 
9053 - Left-hand drive vehicles. Energised seals were introduced from Part 
No. cee 5650. XJ6 and Part No. eee 5660. XJS. 
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FIG 3 FIG 4 

Remove the pressure test adaptor and gauge (Fig. 3). 
Fit a new 'Vitan' seal and refit the supply hose to the rail. Torque tighten the union 
nut to 10 to 12 N m. 
Connect the vacuum hose to the fuel pressure regulator valve. 
Refit the fuel pump relay and re-position the trim liner. 
Remove wing protection, close the bonnet and the luggage compartment. 

XJ6 MODELS ITEM: 08 

57 STEERING RACK, PINION VALVE ASSEMBLY SEALS - RENEW - 57.10.09 

A set of Service Tools has been developed (JD 184, JD 185, JD 186 and JO 187) to as
sist in renewing the steering pinion valve energised seals; Service Tool JD 120, steer
ing rack centralising pin, is also needed to carry out the operation. 
As a general guide, if lack of steering assistance from cold is experienced, renew the 
seals. A seal kit is available, Part No. JLM 10839. 
To renew the seals, proceed as follows: 

Note: Energised pinion seals should only be fitted to steering racks with plated pin
ion bores. Plated bore racks were fitted from VIN 597940. The plated racks are 
also identified by the part number stamped on the plate on the underside of 
the rack (Fig . 1), Part No. CSC 9052 - Right-hand drive vehicles. Part No. cse 
9053 - Left-hand drive vehicles. Energised seals were introduced from Part 
No. eee 5650. XJ6 and Part No. eee 5660. XJS. 
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Remove the steering rack as detailed in operation 57.10.01. 
Clean the steering rack pinion housing area. 
Secure the rack in a vice, ensuring the vice jaws clamp across the pinion housing lugs 
and taking care not to trap any pipes. 

Remove the dirt I dust excluder frorn the steering rack pinion shaft. 
Ensure Service Tools JD 184, JD 185, .ID 186 and JD 187 are free of any scores, burrs 
or marks which could cause damage to components. 
Fit the body and handle of tool JD 184 to the pinion shaft (1,3 Fig. 2 ) .  Align the tool 
with the pinch pin cut-out and fit the brass pinch pin (2 Fig. 2). 

Place a suitable container below the pinion housing. Unscrew and remove the blank- 
ing plugs from the pinion housing, fitted during operation 57.10.01. 
Operate the steering rack frorn lock to lock to remove any residual steering fluid. Wipe 
any remaining fluid from the pinion housing. 
Unscrew and remove the tapered plug from the steering rack centralising pin-hole. 
Insert Service Tool JD 120 (centralising pin) into the pin-hole, maintaining light 
thum b-pressure. 
Gentlyaperate the steering rack until the pin isengaged. Remove thecentralising pin, 
JD 120, then refit and lightly tighten the taper plug into the centralising pin-hole. Re- 
move the brass pinch pin from tool JD 184and remove the tool from the pinion shaft. 
Mark a iine on the edge of the top plate and onto the pinion housing. Ensure it is in 
line with the centre of the pinion pinch pin cut-out (Fig. 3). 

Unscrew, but do not remove, the support plate bolts to give a 10 mm gap between 
the plate and the pinion housing (Fig. 4). 

FIG 3 FIG 4 

Unscrew the bolts securing the top plate and remove the top plate and shims (Fig. 5). 
Fit tool JD 184 to the pinion shaft with the brass pinch pin in place, as previously de- 
scribed. 
Fit and align tool JD 186 with the taper of the bore towards the pinion housing face. 
Fit and tighten the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186. 
Fit the tool handle and using hand-pressure only, pull the pinion valve assembly par- 
tially awayfrom the pinion housing and into tool JD 186 (Fig. 6). Ensure the assembly 
is kept aligned during this operation. 
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Remove the steering rack as detailed in operation 57.10.01. 
Clean the steering rack pinion housing area. 
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Secure the rack in a vice, ensuring the vice jaws clamp across the pinlon housing lugs 
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Place a suitable container below the pinion housing. Unscrew and remove the blank
ing plugs from the pinion housing, fitted during operation 57.10.01, 
Operate the steering rackfrom laekto lockto remove any residual steering fluid. Wipe 
any remaining fluid from the pinion housing. 
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thumb-pressure. 
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line with the centre of the pinion pinch pin cut--out (Fig. 3). 
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the plate and the pinion housing (Fig. 4). 

FIG3 FIG 4 

Unscrew the bolts securing the top plate and remove the top plate and shims (Fig. 5). 
Fit tool JD 184 to the pinion shah with the brass pinch pin in place, as previously de
scribed. 
Fit and align tool JD 186 with the taper of the bore towards the pinion housing face. 
Fit and tighten the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186. 
Fitthetool handle and using hand-pressure only. pull the pinion valve assembly par
tially away from the pinion housing and into tool JD 186 (Fig. 6). Ensure the assembly 
is kept aligned during this operation. 
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line with the centre of the pinion pinch pin cut--out (Fig. 3). 
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FIG3 FIG 4 

Unscrew the bolts securing the top plate and remove the top plate and shims (Fig. 5). 
Fit tool JD 184 to the pinion shah with the brass pinch pin in place, as previously de
scribed. 
Fit and align tool JD 186 with the taper of the bore towards the pinion housing face. 
Fit and tighten the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186. 
Fitthetool handle and using hand-pressure only. pull the pinion valve assembly par
tially away from the pinion housing and into tool JD 186 (Fig. 6). Ensure the assembly 
is kept aligned during this operation. 
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FIG 5 FIG 6 

Remove the tool handle. Unscrew and remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 
186 to the pinion housing. Carefully remove tool JD 186 from the pinion valve. Refit 
the tool handle to tool JD 184. Keeping in alignment, gently pull and rotate the pinion 
valve assembly until fully removed from the housing. Remove tool JD 184from the 
pinion valve assembly. 

Remove the thrust washer package from the assembly as follows: 
Square section outer seal, P.T.F.E. inner seal and '0' ring seal. 

Clean the thrust washer and place safely to one side. 
Remove and discard the quad seal from the pinion or pinion housing. 
Clean and inspect the pinion housing bore for any scores or damage. 

Cut and remove the P.T.F.E. sealing rings from the pinion valve (Fig. 7). Ensure the 
valve walls are not marked or scored whilst carrying out this operation. 

Nate; Asuitable tool can be made by grinding a broken hacksaw blade to a narrow 
chisel shape (1 Fig. 7). 

Remove and discard the sealing ring energisers. 

Older type seals in unplated racks had no energiser ring. All plated racks are 
fitted with energised seals. 

Clean the pinion valve ready far reassembly. 
Lubricate, fit and seat a new quad seal into the pinion housing. 
Lubricate the bore of the pinion housing. 

FIG 7 FIG 8 

Fit the tapered mandrel of tool JD 185 11 Fig, 8) into the zinc-plated sleeve (2 Fig. 8). 
Load four new sealing ring energisers onto the zinc-plated sleeve, leaving a gap be- 
tween each (3 Fig. 8). 
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FIG5 FIG 6 

Removethe tool handle. Unscrew and remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 
186 to the pinion housing. Carefully remove tool JD 186 from the pinion valve. Refit 
thetoel handletetool JD 184. Keeping in alignment, gently pull and rotate the pinion 
valve assembly until fully removed from the housing. Remove tool JD 184 from the 
pinion valve assembly. 

Remove the thrust washer package from the assembly as follows: 
Square section outer seal. P.T.F.E. inner seal and '0' ring seal. 

Clean the thrust washer and place safely to one side. 
Remove and discard the quad seal from the pinion or pinion housing. 
Clean and inspect the pinion housing bore for any scores or damage. 

Cut and remove the P.T.F.E. sealing rings from the pinion valve (Fig. 7). Ensure the 
valve walls are not marked ar scared whilst carrying out this operation. 

N.Q.1:e;. A suitable tool can be made by grinding a broken hacksaw bladeto a narrow 
chisel shape (1 Fig. 7). 

Remove and discard the sealing ring energisers. 

NQ:te;. Oldertype seals in unplated racks had no energiser ring. All plated racks are 
fitted with energised seals. 

Clean the pinion valve ready for re-assembly. 
Lubricate, fit and seat a new quad seal into the pinion housing. 
Lubricate the bore of the pinion housing. 
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Fit the tapered mandrel ohool JD 185 (1 Fig. 8) into the zinc-plated sleeve (2 Fig. 8). 
Load four new sealing ring energisers onto the zinc-plated sleeve. leaving a gap be
tween each (3 Fig. 8), 
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FIG5 FIG 6 

Removethe tool handle. Unscrew and remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 
186 to the pinion housing. Carefully remove tool JD 186 from the pinion valve. Refit 
thetoel handletetool JD 184. Keeping in alignment, gently pull and rotate the pinion 
valve assembly until fully removed from the housing. Remove tool JD 184 from the 
pinion valve assembly. 

Remove the thrust washer package from the assembly as follows: 
Square section outer seal. P.T.F.E. inner seal and '0' ring seal. 

Clean the thrust washer and place safely to one side. 
Remove and discard the quad seal from the pinion or pinion housing. 
Clean and inspect the pinion housing bore for any scores or damage. 

Cut and remove the P.T.F.E. sealing rings from the pinion valve (Fig. 7). Ensure the 
valve walls are not marked ar scared whilst carrying out this operation. 

N.Q.1:e;. A suitable tool can be made by grinding a broken hacksaw bladeto a narrow 
chisel shape (1 Fig. 7). 

Remove and discard the sealing ring energisers. 

NQ:te;. Oldertype seals in unplated racks had no energiser ring. All plated racks are 
fitted with energised seals. 

Clean the pinion valve ready for re-assembly. 
Lubricate, fit and seat a new quad seal into the pinion housing. 
Lubricate the bore of the pinion housing. 
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Fit the tapered mandrel ohool JD 185 (1 Fig. 8) into the zinc-plated sleeve (2 Fig. 8). 
Load four new sealing ring energisers onto the zinc-plated sleeve. leaving a gap be
tween each (3 Fig. 8), 
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Note; Service Tool JD 185 is a threepiece tool comprising: a tapered mandrel, a 
zinc-plated sleeve for fitting sealing ring energisers and a black machine- 
finish sleeve for fitting sealing rings. 

Remove the mandrel from the zinc-plated sleeve; carefullyfit the loaded steeve onto 
the pinion valve and align the tool end parallel with the first seal groove. Slide the 
energiserfrom thezinc-plated sleeve into the first seal groove (Fig. 9). Continue until 
all four energisers have been placed in the four seal grooves. 
Remove the zinc-plated sleeve from the pinion valve and place safely to one side, 

Fit the tapered mandrel of tool 3D I85 11 Fig. 10) into the black-finish sleeve (2 Fig. 
10). 
Load four new P.T.F.E. sealing rings (blue) onto the black-finish sleeve, leaving a gap 
between each (3 Fig. 10). 

FIG 9 FIG 10 

Remove the mandrel from the black-finish sleeve; carefully fit the loaded sleeve onto 
the pinion valve and align the tool end parallel with the first seal oroove. 
Slide theseal from the black-finish sleeve into the first seal groove (Fig. 11). Continue 
until all four seals have been placed in the four seal grooves. 

Note; The P.T.F.E. sealing rings should only remain on the black-finish sleeve for 
the minimum time possible. 

Remove the black-finish sleeve from the pinion valve and place safely to one side. 

FIG 11 FIG 12 

Grasp the pinion valve and rotate between the palms of the hands to compress the 
P.T.F.E. sealing rings fully onto the energisers (Fig. 12). 

Note: Ensure that the P.T.F.E. sealing rings fit fully and evenly over the steel ener- 
gisers. 
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Service Tool JD 185 is a three-piece tool comprising: a tapered mandrel, a 
zinc-plated sleeve forfitting sealing ring energisers and a black machine-
finish sleeve for fitting sealing rings. 

Removethe mandrel from the zinc-plated sleeve; carefuliyfitthe loaded sleeve onto 
the pinion valve and align the tool end parallel with the first seal groove. Slide the 
energiser from the zinc-plated sleeve into the first seal groove (Fig. 9). Continue until 
all four energisers have been placed in the four seal grooves. 
Remove the zinc-plated sleeve from the pinion valve and place safely to one side. 

Fit the tapered mandrel of tool JD 185 (1 Fig. 10) into the black-finish sleeve (2 Fig. 
10), 
Load four new P.T.F.E. sealing rings (blue) onto the black-finish sleeve, leaving a gap 
between each (3 Fig. 10). 
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FIG 9 FIG 10 

Remove the mandrel from the black-finish sleeve; carefully fit the loaded sleeve onto 
the pinion valve and align the tool end parallel with the first seal groove. 
Slidetheseal from the black-finish sleeve into the first seal groove (Fig. 1 H. Continue 
until all four seals have been placed in the four seal grooves. 

N2:m;. The P.T.F.E. sealing rings should only remain on the black-finish sleeve for 
the minimum time possible. 

Remove the black-finish sleeve from the pinion valve and place safely to one side. 

FIG 11 FIG 12 

Grasp the pinion valve and rotate between the palms of the hands to compress the 
P.T.F.E. sealing rings fully onto the energisers (Fig. 12). 

~ Ensure that the P.T.F.!:. sealing rings fit fully and evenly over the steel ener· 
gisers. 
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Lubricate the P.T.F.E. sealing rings and pinion valve assern bly. 
Fit toot JD 186 over the pinion valve by passing the tapered bore of the tool over the 
geared end of the pinion. Pass the pinion through the tool several {five) times to size 
the sealing rings (Fig. 13). 

Note: During the siring operation, ensure t h e  F?T.F.E. seafing rings do not become 
trapped or bent over the grooves, thus causing possible damage. 

FIG 13 FIG 14 

After sizing, position the pinion valve in the parallel part of the tool bore. 
Fit and align the pinion and tool assembly to the steering rack housing. 
Fit, but do not tighten, the cap head screws that secure tool JD 186. Ensure that the 
tool is allowed to self-centre. 

Remove the tapered plug from the steering rack centralising hole. Fit the centralising 
pin, JD 120, to ensure that the rack has remained central. 
Fit and align tool JD 184 with the tool handle and brass pinch pin in position. 
Position the pinion so that, allowing for helix angle rotation (approx. 9Q0), the pinion 
arrives at the previously-marked position {Fig. 3). 
Allowthe pinion to mesh with the rack gear by gently pulling the rack gear away from 
the pinion. Carefully push and rotate the pinion to seat the pinion valve assembly 
fully into the rack housing (Fig. 14). 

The centre of the pinion pinch bolt cut-out should finally align with the 
marks on the top plate and housing, shown in Fig. 2. 

The handle hole in tool JD 184 is parallel with the pinion pinch bolt cut-out 
to aid the previous operation. 

Remove the centralising pin from the rack. 
Fit and tighten the tapered plug into the steering rack centralising pin-hole. 
Remove the handle from tool JD 184 
Unscrew and remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186 to the pinion hous- 
ing. 
Remove tool JD 186 from the pinion housing and place to one side. 
Remove the brass pinch pin from tool JD 184. 
Remove tool JD 184 from the pinion. 
Ensure that the '0' ring seal has remained seated in the rack support assembly bore. 
7?g hten the support plate securing bolts. 
Align tool JD 186 to the pinion housing with the tapered end of the bore away from 
the housing. Fit, but do not fully tighten, the cap head screws securing the tool (this 
will allow the tool to self-centre). 
Fit a new set of seals to the thrust washer, i.e. square section seal, '0' ring seal and 
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Lubricate the P.T.F.E. sealing rings and pinion valve assembly. 
Fit too! JD 186 over the pinion valve by passing the tapered bore ofthe tool over the 
geared end ofthe pinion. Pass the pinion through the tool several (five) times to size 
the sealing rings (Fig. 13). 

N2:te.;. During the sizing operation, ensure the P.T.F.E. sealing rings do not become 
trapped or bent over the grooves, thus causing possible damage. 

FIG 13 FIG 14 

After sizing, position the pinion valve in the parallel part of the tool bore. 
Fit and align the pinion and tool assembly to the steering rack housing. 
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Fit, but do not tighten, the cap head screws that secure tool JD 186. Ensure that the 
tool is allowed to self-centre. 

Remove the tapered plug from the steering rack centralising hole. Fit the centralising 
pin, JD 120, to ensure that the rack has remained central. 
Fit and align tool JD 184 with the tool handle and brass pinch pin in position. 
Position the pinion so that, allowing for helix angle rotation (approx. 900), the pinion 
arrives at the previously-marked position (Fig. 3). 
Allowthe pinion to mesh with the rack gear by gently pulling the rack gear away from 
the pinion. Carefully push and rotate the pinion to seat the pinion valve assembly 
fully into the rack housing (Fig. 14~. 

N2tt;. The centre of the pinion pinch bolt cut-out should finally align with the 
marks on the top plate and housing, shown in Fig. 2. 

~ The handle hole in tool JD 184 is parallel with the pinion pinch bolt cut-out 
to aid the previous operation. 

Remove the centralising pin from the rack. 
Fit and tighten the tapered plug into the steering rack centralising pin-hole. 
Remove the handle from tool JD 184 
Unscrew and remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186 to the pinion hous
ing. 
Remove tool JD 186 from the pinion housing and place to one side. 
Remove the brass pinch pin from tool JD 184. 
Remove tool JD 184 from the pinion. 
Ensure that the '0' ring seal has remained seated in the rack support assembly bore. 
lighten the support plate securing bolts. 
Align tool JD 186 to the pinion housing with the tapered end of the bore away from 
the housing. Fit, but do not fully tighten, the cap head screws securing the tool {this 
will allow the tool to self-centreJ. 
Fit a new set of seals to the thrust washer, I.e. square section seal, '0' ring seal and 
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Lubricate the P.T.F.E. sealing rings and pinion valve assembly. 
Fit too! JD 186 over the pinion valve by passing the tapered bore ofthe tool over the 
geared end ofthe pinion. Pass the pinion through the tool several (five) times to size 
the sealing rings (Fig. 13). 

N2:te.;. During the sizing operation, ensure the P.T.F.E. sealing rings do not become 
trapped or bent over the grooves, thus causing possible damage. 

FIG 13 FIG 14 

After sizing, position the pinion valve in the parallel part of the tool bore. 
Fit and align the pinion and tool assembly to the steering rack housing. 
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Fit, but do not tighten, the cap head screws that secure tool JD 186. Ensure that the 
tool is allowed to self-centre. 

Remove the tapered plug from the steering rack centralising hole. Fit the centralising 
pin, JD 120, to ensure that the rack has remained central. 
Fit and align tool JD 184 with the tool handle and brass pinch pin in position. 
Position the pinion so that, allowing for helix angle rotation (approx. 900), the pinion 
arrives at the previously-marked position (Fig. 3). 
Allowthe pinion to mesh with the rack gear by gently pulling the rack gear away from 
the pinion. Carefully push and rotate the pinion to seat the pinion valve assembly 
fully into the rack housing (Fig. 14~. 

N2tt;. The centre of the pinion pinch bolt cut-out should finally align with the 
marks on the top plate and housing, shown in Fig. 2. 

~ The handle hole in tool JD 184 is parallel with the pinion pinch bolt cut-out 
to aid the previous operation. 

Remove the centralising pin from the rack. 
Fit and tighten the tapered plug into the steering rack centralising pin-hole. 
Remove the handle from tool JD 184 
Unscrew and remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186 to the pinion hous
ing. 
Remove tool JD 186 from the pinion housing and place to one side. 
Remove the brass pinch pin from tool JD 184. 
Remove tool JD 184 from the pinion. 
Ensure that the '0' ring seal has remained seated in the rack support assembly bore. 
lighten the support plate securing bolts. 
Align tool JD 186 to the pinion housing with the tapered end of the bore away from 
the housing. Fit, but do not fully tighten, the cap head screws securing the tool {this 
will allow the tool to self-centreJ. 
Fit a new set of seals to the thrust washer, i.e. square section seal, 'a' ring seal and 
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stepped seal. 
Ensure that the stepped side of the seal faces inboard in its final fitted position. 
Lubricate the thrust washer and seal assembly. 
Fit the seal protector, JD 187, onto the pinion spline. Fit  the thrust washer assembly 
onto the sea4 protector taper with the step side facing inboard. 
Using the handle end of tool JO 184, with hand-pressure only, push the thrust washer 
assembly into the pinion housing {Fig. 15). 

FIG 15 FIG 16 

Note: The handle end of tool JD 184 is machined out for the purpose of fitting the 
thrust washer assembly. 

Remove tool JD 184 from the pinion. 
Remove the seal protector from the pinion shaft and place safely to one side. 
Remove the cap head screws, securing tool JD 186 to the pinion housing. 
Remove tool JD 186 and place safeiy to one side. 
Fit the shims to the pinion housing. 
Fit the top plate, ensuring it is aligned with the previous markings (Fig. 3). 
Centralise the top plate around the pinion shaft and fit and tighten the securing bolts. 
Fit a new dirt / dust excluder to  the pinion shaft. 
Position the brass pinch pin end of tool  JD 184over the pinion and up to the dirt /dust 
excluder. 
Using a soft-faced mallet, carefully drive the dust/dirt excluder onto the pinion shaft 
(Fig. 16). 
Ensure the top face of the dirt / dust excluder is 4.0 to 4,5 mm away from the top face 
of the top plate {Fig. 17). 

FIG 17 

Remove tool JD 184 and place safely to one side. 
Remove the container from below the pinion housing; remove the steering rack as- 
sembly from the vice and refit to the vehicle (57.10.01). 
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excluder. 
Using a soft-faced mallet carefu Ily drive the dust! dirt excluder onto the pinion shaft 
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of the top plate (Fig. 17), 

FIG 17 
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Remove the container from below the pinion housing; remove the steering rack as
sembly from the vice and refit to the vehicle (57.10.01). 
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For vehicles within warranty, the following information applies: 

Warranty Claim Code 
S.R.O. 

Time Allowance 2.40 hours LHD vehicles 
2.35 hours RHD vehicles 

ITEM: 09 

60 FRONT CROSSMEMBER BUSHES - RENEWAL 

Should the eccentric bushes, securing the rear of the front crossrnember assembly 
need renewing, proceed as follows: 

Remove the front crossmember by following the instructions detailed in operation 
76.10.05. 
Place the bush replacement tool, JD 143, on to a suitable press. Fit: and align the 
adaptor ring, JD 143-1, to  the replacement tool. 
Carefully position the front crossmember / bush on to the press / tool. 
Fit and align the bush remover tool, JD 143-5, to the bush and using the press, dis- 
place and remove the bush from the crossmern ber. 
Remove the crossmember from the  press. 
Remove the opposite side crossmember bush in the same manner. 

Note: The bushes originally used were termed as 'six-shooter' bushes. These 
have now been redesigned / replaced by the 'smiley-faced' bushes current- 
ly being used, see Fig. 1 for identification. 

FIG 1 

To aid assembly, prior to fitting new bushes, it is  important they are correctly aligned 
with the crossmember. 
The bush rubber identification pip must be 30° clockwise from the top dead centre of 
the crossmember mounting hole (the horizontal is parallel with the bottom face of the 
crossmember) see Fig. 2. 
Once aligned, scribe a marker line across the crossmember and bush. 
When the alignment marks have been scribed, the crossmember is ready for reas- 
sembly. 
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For vehicles within warranty, the following information applies: 

Warranty Claim Code 
S.R.O. 

Time Allowance 

XJ40 

5AAN 
57. 10.09 

2.40 hours LHD vehicles 
2.35 hours RHO vehicles 

60 FRONT CROSSMEMBER BUSHES - RENEWAL 

JA~ 

ITEM: 09 

Should the eccentric bushes, securing the rear of the front crossmember assembly 
need renewing, proceed as follows: 
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FIG 2 

Carefully align the crossmernber to the press f tool. 
Fit and align a new bush to the crossmember, ensuring that the scribe mark matches 
to the mark on the crossmernber. 
Fit and align the replacer tool, JD 143-5, to the bush. 
Using the press, fully seat the new bush into the crossmernber. 
Remove the replacer tool, JD 143-5, and place to one side. 
Remove the crossmember from the press and repeat the procedure to fit the other 
new crossmember bush. 
When the new bushes are correctly aligned and fullyfitted to the crossmember, refit 
the crossmember to the vehicle, as detailed in operation 76.10.05. 
On completion, check that  the steering geometry is correct, prior to re-using the ve- 
h icle. 

XJ-S / S.lll/ LIMOUSINE 

60 FRONT HUB SEAL REPLACEMENT 

ITEM: 10 

A tool has been developed and is now available for replacing front hub seals on the 
above models 
To renew a seal, carry out the following procedure: 

Note: Prior to carrying out the procedure, an absorbent cloth should be placed 
around the brake fluid reservoir cap 

Slacken the road wheel nuts 'I4 turn each. 
Locate a trolley jack below the front spring pan (Fig.1). 
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FIG 2 

Carefully align the crossmember to the press ltool. 
Fit and align a new bush to the crossmember, ensuring that the scribe mark matches 
to the mark on the crossmember. 
Fit and align the replacer tool, JD 143-5, to the bush. 
Using the press, fully seat the new bush into the crossmember. 
Remove the replacer tool, JD 143-5, and place to one side. 
Remove the crossmember from the press and repeat the procedure to fit the other 
new cross member bush. 
When the new bushes are correctly aligned and fully fitted to the crossmember, refit 
the crossmember to the vehicle, as detailed in operation 76.10.05. 
On completion, check that the steering geometry is correct, prior to fe-using the ve
hicle. 

XJ-S I 5.111/ LIMOUSINE ITEM: 10 

60 FRONT HUB SEAL REPLACEMENT 

A tool has been developed and is now available for replacing front hub seals on the 
above models 
To renew a seal, carry out the foilowing procedure: 

.N.Q:te.;. Prior to carrying out the procedure, an absorbent cloth should be placed 
arc u nd the brake flu id reservoi r cap 

Slacken the road wheel nuts 1/4 turn each. 
Locate a trolley jack below the front spring pan (Fig.1). 
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FIG 2 

Carefully align the crossmember to the press I tool. 
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Remove the replacer tool, JD 143-5, and place to one side. 
Remove the crossmember from the press and repeat the procedure to fit the other 
new cross member bush. 
When the new bushes are correctly aligned and fully fitted to the crossmember, refit 
the crossmember to the vehicle, as detailed in operation 76.10.05. 
On completion, check that the steering geometry is correct, prior to re-using the ve
hicle. 
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A tool has been developed and is now available for replacing front hub seals on the 
above models 
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Locate a trolley jack below the front spring pan (Fig.1). 
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FIG 1 
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FIG 2 

Jack up the vehicle. Place an axle stand below the appropriate jacking spigot. 
Lower the vehicle / jacking spigot on to the axle stand. Leave the jack in position as 
a precautionary measure. Remove one wheel nut, mark the wheel relative to the stud 
and remove the remaining wheel nuts. Remove the roadwheel and tyre assembly. 

Remove the spring clips (1 Fig. 2) securing the brake pad retaining pins (2  Fig. 2); with- 
draw the pins. 
Remove the anti-rattle springs (3  Fig. 21 and withdraw the brake pads (4  Fig. 2). 

WARNING: BRAKE LINING DUST CAN CONTAIN ASBESTOS WHICH, IF INHALED, 
CAN DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH. ALWAYS USE A VACUUM BRUSH TO 
REMOVE DRY BRAKE LINING DUST. NEVER USE A N  AIRLINE. 

Ensure the brake caliper piston isfully retracted and remains in that position until the 
pads are refitted. 

Position the steering rack to 'full lock' outward. Rotate the brake disc to gain access 
to the securing bolts through the aperture in the disc shield (1 Fig. 3). Remove the 
bolts and washers securing the hub assembly to the brake disc. 

Prise of the hub grease cap ( 4  Fig. 3). Remove the hub nut split pin and cover (2 Fig. 
3). Remove the hub nut and 'D' washer 13 Fig. 3). Carefully remove the hub assembly 
f rom the stub axle. Remove the outer bearing (1 Fig. 4) from the hub assembly. 
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FIG 3 FIG 4 
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Jack up the vehicle. Place an axle stand below the appropriate jacking spigot. 
Lower the vehicle / jacking spigot on to the axle stand. Leave the jack in position as 
a precautionary measure. Remove one wheel nut, mark the wheel relative to the stud 
and remove the remaining wheel nuts. Remove the roadwheel and tyre assembly. 

Removethe spring clips 11 Fig. 2) securing the brake pad retaining pins (2 Fig. 2); with
draw the pins. 
Remove the anti-rattle springs (3 Fig. 2) and withdraw the brake pads (4 Fig. 2), 

WARNING: BRAKE LINING DUST CAN CONTAIN ASBESTOS WHICH, IF INHALED, 
CAN DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH. ALWAYS USE A VACUUM BRUSH TO 
REMOVE DRY BRAKE LINING DUST. NEVER USE AN AIRLINE. 

Ensure the brake caliper piston is fully retracted and remains in that position until the 
pads are refitted. 

Position the steering rack to 'full lock' outward. Rotate the brake disc to gain access 
to the securing bolts through the aperture in the disc shield (1 Fig. 3). Remove the 
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Prise of the hub grease cap (4 Fig. 3). Remove the hub nut split pin and cover (2 Fig, 
3). Remove the hub nut and '0' washer (3 Fig. 3). Carefully remove the hub assembly 
from the stub axle. Remove the outer bearing (1 Fig. 4) from the hub assembly. 
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Clean all components and examine for wear and damage. Replace as necessary if 
worn or damaged. 
Pack the hub bearings with grease and fit them to the hub assembly. Coat the stub 
axle shaft with grease. 

Note: Lubricate the new hub seal and ensure grease is applied to all the seal lips. 

Fit the new hub seal to the fitting tool, JD 180 {Fig. 5). Using the tool, drift the seal 
fully on to the stub axle shaft (Fig. 6). 

FIG 5 FIG 6 

Fit and position the disc to the carrier assembly. Fit and fully seat the hub assembly, 
complete with bearings and the '0' washer to the stub axle. Fit, but do not tighten, 
the securing nut. 
Position the hub to align the brake disc mounting holes. Fit and tighten the brake disc 
to hub securing bolts. 

Set the hub and end float between 0,0254 and 0,0762 m m  (0.001 to 0.003 in). To do 
this, fit a magnetic base Dial Test Indicator (DTI) to the hub (Fig. 71. 

FIG 7 

Grasp the hub unit. Firmly pull and push the unit, oscillating at the same time, to de- 
termine the DTl end float reading. 
Adjust the hub nut as necessary, to give a reading of 0,0508 mm 20,0254 mm I0.002 
in 0.001 in). 
If possible, alwaystry to achieve the mid-point of the tolerance i.e. 0,0508 mm 10.002 
in). 
When set, align the hub nut cover and secure with a new split pin. 
When the new split pin isfitted, ensuretheend float is re-checked using the DTI gauge 
(Fig. 7). 
If necessary, re-adjust using the same method, until the end float is correct. 
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Always finish the adjustment by checking with a DTI gauge. 
Always ensure the end float is within the limits quoted. 

Refit the grease cap (4 Fig. 3). Return the steering rack to the straight ahead position 
and refit the brake pads 14 Fig. 21, retaining pins (2 Fig. 2), anti-rattle springs (3 Fig. 
2) and retaining pin securing spring clips (1 Fig. 2). 

Refit the road wheel, then lower the vehicle from the axle stands and torquetighten 
the wheel nuts. 
Pump the brake pedal to centralise the pads. 

WARNING: APPLlCATlON OF THE BRAKE PEDAL MUST BE CARRIED OUT, AS THE 
BRAKES WILL NOT OPERATE EFFICIENTLY UNTIL THE PADS ARE COR- 
RECTLY POSITIONED. 

Remove the absorbent cloth from around the brake fluid reservoir cap, ensuring the 
area is clean and dry. 

ITEM: 11 

60 FRONT HUB SEAL REPLACEMENT 

A tool has been developed and is now available for replacing front hub seals on the 
above model. 
To renew a seal, carry out the following procedure: 

Note: Prior to carrying out the procedure, an absorbent cloth should be placed 
around the brake fluid reservoir cap. 

Slacken the road wheel nuts turn each. 
Jack up the vehicle and support with axle stands. 
Remove one wheel nut, mark the wheel relative to the stud, and remove the remain- 
ing wheei nuts. 
Remove the roadwheel and tyre assembly. 
Carefully displace and remove the brake caliper anti-squeal spring I1 Fig. 1). 
Displace the pad wear sensor multi-plug from the retaining clip, then disconnect the 
harness multi-plug (2 Fig. 1). 
Remove the caliper securing bolt dust caps, then remove the socket head securing 
bolts (3 Fig. 1). 
Remove the caliper from the carrier and safely secure the caliper to one side. 

Note: Ensure the caliper i s  placed where the brake hose and harnesses are not 
stressed. 

Displace and remove the brake pads ( 4  Fig. 1). 

WARNING: BRAKE LINING DUST CAN CONTAIN ASBESTOS WHICH, IF INHALED, 
CAN DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH. ALWAYS USE A VACUUM BRUSH TO 
REMOVE DRY BRAKE LINING DUST. NEVER USE A N  AIRLINE. 

Ensure the brake caliper piston is fully retracted and remains in that position until the 
pads are refitted. 
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Cut and remove the carrier securing bolt lockwire. 
Unscrew the carrier securing bolts and remove the carrier. 
Remove the disc securing screw and remove the disc. 
Prise of the hub grease cap (1  Fig. 2). 
Remove the hub nut split pin and cover (2,3 Fig. 2). 
Remove the hub nut and '0' washer. 
Carefully remove the hub assembly (4 Fig. 2) from the stub axle. 
Remove the inner bearing from the stub axle, then, using a suitable pry bar, remove 
and discard the hub seal. 

Clean all components and examine for wear and damage. Replace as necessary if 
worn or damaged. 
Pack the hub bearings and coat the stub axle shaft with grease. 

Note: Lubricate the new hub seal and ensure grease is applied to al l  the seal lips. 

Fir the new hub seal to the fitting tool, JD 179 (Fig. 3). 
Using the tool, drift the seal fully on to the  stub axle shaft (Fig. 41. 
Place the inner bearing on to the shaft and ensure it is pushed fully up to the new hub 
seal. 

121 16U T-7' 
FIG 3 FIG 4 

Fit and fully seat the hub assembly, outer bearing and 'D' washer to t h e  stub axle. Fit, 
but do not tighten, the securing nut. 
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Cut and remove the carrier securing bolt lockwire. 
Unscrew the carrier securing bolts and remove the carrier. 
Remove the disc securing screw and remove the disc. 
Prise of the hub grease cap (1 Fig. 2), 
Remove the hub nut split pin and cover (2, 3 Fig. 2), 
Remove the hub nut and '0' washer. 

FIG 2 

CarefullY remove the hub assembly (4 Fig. 2) from the stub axle. 
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Remove the inner bearing from the stub axle. then, using a suitable pry bar, remove 
and discard the hub seal. 

Clean all components and examine for wear and damage. Replace as necessary if 
worn or damaged. 
Pack the hub bearings and coat the stub axle shaft with g rease. 

Lubricate the new hub seal and ensure grease is applied to all the seal lips. 

Fit the new hub seal to the fitting tool, JD 179 (Fig. 3). 
Using the tool, drift the seal fully on to the stub axle shaft (Fig. 4). 
Place the inner bearing on to the shaft and ensure it is pushed fully up to the new hub 
seal. 
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Fit and fully seat the hub assembly, outer bearing and 'D'washerto the stub axle. Fit, 
but do not tighten, the securing nut. 
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Remove the inner bearing from the stub axle. then, using a suitable pry bar, remove 
and discard the hub seal. 
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Fit and futlyseat the hub assembly, outer bearing and 'D'washerto the stub axle. Fit, 
but do not tighten, the securing nut. 
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Set the hub end float between 0,0254 to 0,0762 mm (0.001 to 0.003 in). To do this, fit 
a magnetic base Dial Test Indicator (DTI) to the hub (Fig. 5). 

FIG 5 

Grasp the hub unit. Firmly pull and push the unit, oscillating at the same time, to de- 
termine the DTI end float reading. 
Adjust the hub nut as necessary, to give a reading of 0,0508 mm *0,0254 mm (0.002 
in i 0.001 in). 
If possible, always try to achieve the mid-point of the tolerance i.e. 0,0508 mm I0.002 
in). 
When set, align the hub nut cover and secure with a new split pin. 
When the new split pin isfitted, ensure theend float is re-checked using the DTI gauge 
(Fig. 5). 
If necessary, re-adjust using the same method, until the end float is correct. 
Always finish the adjustment by checking with a DTI gauge. 
Always ensure the end float i s  within the limits quoted. 

Refit the grease cap. 
Refit the brake assembly, disc, carrier, pads, caliper and al l  multi-plugs and con- 
nectors. 
Refit the road wheel then lower the vehicle from the axle stands and torquetighten 
the wheel nuts. 
Pump the brake pedal to centralise the pads. 

WARNIN& APPLICATION OFTHE BRAKE PEDAL MUST BE CARRIED OUT, AS THE 
BRAKES WILL NOT OPERATE EFFICIENTLY UNTILTHE PADS ARE COR- 
RECTLY POSITIONED. 

Remove the absorbent cloth from around the brake fluid reservoir cap, ensuring the 
area is clean and dry. 

ITEM: 12 

60 LOWER WISHBONE, BUSH - RENEW - 60.35.22 
Part of the above operation is to renew the wishbone bushes, but the description for 
this part of the operation is not specific; therefore, to renew the bushes, proceed as 
follows: 

L 

Note: Prior to carrying out the procedure, an absorbent cloth should be placed 
around the brake fluid reservoir cap. 
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Set the hub end float between 0,0254 to 0,0762 mm (0.001 to 0.003 in). To do this, fit 
a magnetic base Dial Test Indicator (OTI) to the hub (Fig. 5), 
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FIG 5 

Grasp the hub unit. Firmly pull and push the unit, oscillating at the same time, to de
termine the DTI end float reading. 
Adjust the hub nut as necessary. to give a reading of 0,0508 mm ± 0,0254 mm <0.002 
in .± 0.001 in). 
If possible, always try to achieve the mid-point of the tolerance i.e. 0,0508 mm (O.002 
in), 
When set, align the hub nut cover and secure with a new split pin. 
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Refit the grease cap. 
Refit the brake assembly. disc, carrier, pads, caliper and all multi-plugs and con
nectors. 
Refit the road wheel then lower the vehicle from the axle stands and torque-tighten 
the wheel nuts. 
Pump the brake pedal to centralise the pads. 

WARNING: APPLICATION OF THE BRAKE PEDAL MUST BE CARRIED OUT, AS THE 
BRAKES WILL NOT OPERATE EFfiCIENTLY UNTIL THE PADS ARE COR
RECTLY POSITIONED. 

Remove the absorbent cloth from around the brake fluid reservoir cap, ensuring the 
area is clean and dry. 
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follows: 
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around the brake fluid reservoir cap. 
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Slacken the road wheel n u t s  %turn each. 
Jack up the front of the vehicle and support with axle stands. 

Note: Ensure the vehicle is  high enough to access Service Tool JD 115. 

Remove one wheel nut, mark the wheel relative to the stud, and remove the remain- 
ing wheel nuts. 
Remove the road wheel and tyre assembly. 
Fit the lower adaptors to Service Tool JD 115, then fit the tool to the f r o n t  spring (Fig. 
1). Engage the dowel in the slots in the suspension turret top. 
Ensure that the dowel is seated correctly. 
Tighten the tool to tension the spring until the load is taken off the spring pan. 
Remove the spring pan securing bolts, slacken off the tool wing nut to release t h e  ten- 
sion on t h e  spring and release the tool from the suspension turret. 
Remove the tool from the suspension assembly. 
Remove the spring plates and road spring from the tool. 

FIG 1 FIG 2 

Carefully displace and remove the brake caliper anti-squeal spring (1 Fig. 21. 
Displace the pad wear sensor multi-plug from the retaining clip then disconnect the 
harness multi-plug 12 Fig. 2). 
Remove the caliper securing bolt dust caps then remove the socket head securing 
bolts (3 Fig. 2). 
Remove the caliper from the carrier and safely secure the caliper to one side. 

Ensure the caliper is placed where the brake hose and harnesses are not 
stressed. 

Displace and remove t h e  brake pads I4 Fig. 2 ) .  

WARNING; BRAKE LINING / PAD DUST CAN CONTAIN ASBESTOS WHICH, IF IN- 
HALED, CAN DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH. ALWAYS USE A VACUUM 
BRUSH TO REMOVE DRY BRAKE LINING / PAD DUST. NEVER USE AN 
AIRLINE. 

Ensure the brakecaliper piston is  fully retracted and remains in that position until the 
pads are refitted. 

Undo and remove the track rod end to steering arm securing nut .  
Fit Service Tool JD 100 to the track rod end jgint. 
Tighten the tool bolt to break the taper. 
Undo the tool bolt and place the tool aside. 
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Remove the spring plates and road spring from the tool. 

FIG 1 FIG 2 

Carefu11y displace and remove the brake caliper anti-squeal spring (1 Fig. 2). 
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harness multi-plug (.2 Fig. 2). 
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stressed. 

Displace and remove the brake pads (4 Fig. 2). 
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AIRLINE. 

Ensure the brake caliper piston is fully retracted and remains in that position until the 
pads are refitted. 

Undo and remove the track rod end to steering arm securing nut. 
Fit Service Tool JD 100 to the track rod end jQint. 
Tighten the tool bolt to break the taper. 
Undo the tool bolt and place the tool aside. 
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1). Engage the dowel in the slots in the suspension turret top. 
Ensure that the dowel is seated correctly. 
Tighten the tool to tension the spring until the load is taken off the spring pan. 
Removethespring pan securing bolts, slacken off the tool wing nutto release theten
sian on the spring and release the tool from the suspension turret. 
Remove the tool from the suspension assembly. 
Remove the spring plates and road spring from the tool. 

FIG 1 FIG 2 

Carefu11y displace and remove the brake caliper anti-squeal spring (1 Fig. 2). 
Displace the pad wear sensor multi-plug from the retaining clip then disconnect the 
harness multi-plug (.2 Fig. 2). 
Remove the caliper securing bolt dust caps then remove the socket head securing 
bolts (3 Fig. 2). 
Remove the caliper from the carrier and safely secure the caliper to one side . 

.N2Yt: Ensure the caliper is placed where the brake hose and harnesses are not 
stressed. 

Displace and remove the brake pads (4 Fig. 2). 

WARNING: BRAKE LINING I PAD DUST CAN CONTAIN ASBESTOS WHICH, IF IN· 
HALED, CAN DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH. ALWAYS USE A VACUUM 
BRUSH TO REMOVE DRY BRAKE LINING J PAD DUST. NEVER USE AN 
AIRUNE. 

Ensure the brake caliper piston is fully retracted and remains in that position until the 
pads are refitted. 

Undo and remove the track rod end to steering arm securing nut. 
Fit Service Tool JD 100 to the track rod end jQint. 
TIghten the tool bolt to break the taper. 
Undo the tool bolt and place the tool aside. 
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Undo and remove the steering rack to front crossmember securing nuts and bolts, 
and remove the spacers. 
Undo and remove the anti-roll bar link arm lower securing nut and bolt. 
Undo and remove the upper ba!l joint securing botts, note the position and collect the 
castor shims. 
Reposition the stub axle assembly outwards. 
Displace and remove the split pin securing the fulcrum shaft nut. 
Undo and remove the fulcrum shaft nut. 
Remove the shock absorber lower mounting securing bolt f nut. 
Carefully lower the wishbone / stub axle assembly to the floor. 
Displace the pivot boltto allow removal ofthe front wishbone, remove the front wish- 
bone. 
Remove the serrated spacer, 
Manoeuvre thesteering rack to give clearance, displace and remove the fulcrum bolt. 
Remove the rear wishboneistub axle assembly. 
Remove the remaining serrated spacer. 

Using a suitable workbench with a vice: 
Secure the front wishbone arm in the vice, ensuring that the top hat of the bush faces 
upwards. 
Using a suitable hacksaw, cut and remove the bush top hat sides (Fig. 3). 
Undo the vice. 
Position the wish bone arm between the press adaptor plates. 
Fit and align bush removal tool JD 143-4 to the bush (Fig. 4). 
Using the press, displace and remove the bush. 

FIG 3 FIG 4 

Place tool JD 143 to the press. 
Fit and align the adaptor ring JD 143-1. 
Fit and align adaptor tool JD 143-2 to the adaptor ring. ensuring that the narrow end 
of the tool is  uppermost. 
install the wishbone in the press and align the new bush to the wishbone. 
Align the large diameter of the bush replacer tool JD 143-3 to the bush (Fig. 5). 
Using the press fully seat the bush into the wishbone. 
Remove the wishbone front arm and bush replacer tool from the press. 

Align tool JD 143-312 to the press. 
Carefully align the wishbone rear arm / hub assembly to give the best / most surface 
contact between the wishbone and the narrow leg of tool JD 143-312. 
Align removal tool JD 143-3/1 to the bush (Fig. 6). 
Using the press, carefully displace and remove the bush. 
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FIG 5 FIG 6 

Remove the wishbone assembly from the press. 
Using a suitable cleaning agent, clean the wishbone arm faces. 
Reposition tool JD 143-312 in the press. 
Align the wishbone rear arm I hub assembly to give the best I most surface contact 
between the wishbone and the narrow leg of tool JD 143-312. 
Carefully align the new bush to the wishbone. 
Align bush replacer tool JD 143-3/1 to the bush (Fig. 7). 
Using the press, fully seat the bush into the wishbone arm until the upper face of the 
bush is level with the upper face of the wishbone (see detail in  Fig. 7). 
Remove the wishbone assembly and the tools from the press. 

I I 

FIG 7 

Repeat the procedure on the opposite front side of the vehicle. 
When a l l  bushes have been replaced, reverse the removal procedure to refit the wish- 
bones, brake assemblies and road springs. 

Refit the road wheels then lower the vehicle from the axle stands and torque-tighten 
the wheel nuts. 
Pump the brake pedal to centralise the pads. 

WARNING: APPLICATION OF THE BRAKE PEDAL MUST BE CARRIED OUT, AS THE 
BRAKES WILL NOT OPERATE EFFICIENTLY UNTILTHE PADS ARE COR- 
RECTLY POSITIONED. 

Note; Ensure the steering geometry is checked and set correctly. 

Remove the absorbent cloth from around the brake fluid reservoir cap, ensuring the 
area is  clean and dry. 
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Remove the wishbone assembly from the press. 
Using a suitable cleaning agent, clean the wishbone arm faces. 
Reposition tool JD 143-3/2 in the press. 
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Align the wishbone rear arm / hub assembly to give the best / most surface contact 
between the wishbone and the narrow leg of tool JD 143-3/2. 
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FIG7 

Repeat the procedure on the opposite front side of the vehicle. 
When all bushes have been replaced, reverse the removal procedure to refit the wish
bones, brake assemblies and road springs. 

Refit the road wheels then lower the vehicle from the axle stands and torque-tighten 
the wheel nuts. 
Pump the brake pedal to centralise the pads. 

WARNING: APPLICATION OF THE BRAKE PEDAL MUST BE CARRIED OUT, AS THE 
BRAKES WilL NOT OPERATE EFFICIENTLY UNTIL THE PADS ARE COR
RECTLY POSlTlONED. 

No:le..; Ensure the steering geometry is checked and set correctly. 

Remove the absorbent cloth from around the brake fluid reservoir cap, ensuring the 
area is clean and dry. 
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Repeat the procedure on the opposite front side of the vehicle. 
When all bushes have been replaced, reverse the removal procedure to refit the wish
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Refit the road wheels then lower the vehicle from the axle stands and torque-tighten 
the wheel nuts. 
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.No:te..; Ensure the steering geometry is checked and set correctly. 

Remove the absorbent cloth from around the brake fluid reservoir cap, ensuring the 
area is clean and dry. 
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ITEM: 13 

76 DASH LINER REMOVAL TOOL 

A quantity of dash liners has been replaced due to damage caused by their removal. 
A Service Tool (JD 188) has now been developed to assist with this procedure. To re- 
move a dash liner, driver's or passenger's side of vehicle, proceed as follows: 

Open the appropriate door to gain access to the dash liner. 
Undo and remove the dash liner securing screws (Fig.1). 

FIG 1 

Insert Service Tool JD 188 behind the dash liner. Locate onto the upper flange with 
the 'V' cut-out in the tool either side of the first fir tree retainer (Fig. 2). 
Displace the fir tree retainerfrom the plastic retainer socket by gently twisting the tool 
handle (Fig. 2). Remove the remaining retainers in the same manner. 

Nnte: On vehicles fitted with a steel armature, the tool must be inserted between 
the dash liner and the steel armature (Fig. 3). 

The number of dash liner retainers is different between Federal and U.K. vehicles. To 
avoid any damage to the dash liner, always ensure all retainers have been carefully 
displaced before removal. 

FIG 2 FIG 3 

Note: The illustrations show L.H.D. passenger's side only. The procedure forthe 
driver's side and R.H.D. vehicles is carried out in the same manner. 
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ITEM: 14 

80 HEATER BLOWER MOTOR ASSEMBLY - DRIVER'S SIDE 

The repair operation time for renewing the driver's side heater blower motor assem- 
bly has changed on all XJ6 vehicles from VIN 629286. 

The repair operation times are now as follows: 

LEFT-HAND DRIVE VEHICLES 

Blower Assembly Left-Hand - Renew 
As 80.20.12 (Less JDS Allowance) 

RIGHT-HAND DRIVE VEHICLES 

Blower Assembly Right-Hand - Renew 
As 80.20.1 1 (Less JDS Allowance) 

01.25 Hours 
00.90 Hours 

01.25 Hours 
00.90 Hours 

Please amend your repair time schedules accordingly. 

No other repair times are affected. 

To achieve these times in service, adhere to the procedure detailed in Service Bulletin 
JD 08/91, Item 56. 

The bulletin item refers to "air conditioning blower motor assembly", but the pro- 
cedure for renewal of the heater blower motor assembly is identical. 

ITEM: 15 

82 HEATER TO AIR CONDITIONING RETRO-FIT CONVERSION 

When installing the air conditioning retro-fit kit to vehicles built prior to VIN 6071 11, 
the following additional partsare required to supplement main kit JLM 10755 in order 
to provide efficient and stable air conditioning operation: 

- CBC 9133 Electric motor assembly. 
- JLM 1947 Motor assembly installation kit. 
- JLM 10793 Sensor assembly to N C  unit link harness. 

Thesevehicles are not equipped with a motorised aspirator/ in-car sensor as original 
equipment; the above parts comprise the service fit aspirator I sensor assembly. 

Full details of installation of the aspirator / sensor assembly can be found in Service 
Bulletin JD 09/89, Item 47 and an addendum sheet to be included with main kit JLM 
10755. 

In addition to the above modification, system installation necessitates replacement 
of the crankshaft damperfpulley assembly on earlier vehicles. 

- 2.9 vehicles produced prior to engine number 107821 require fitment of damper 
assembly EBC 2225. 

- 3.6 vehicles produced prior to engine number 106424 require fitment of damper 
assembly EBC 1441. 
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ITEM: 16 

86 ANTI-SLOSH MQDULE / FUEL TANK SENDER UNIT- FAULT DIAGNOSIS 

With the introduction oftheXJ-S Facelift range, an anti-slosh module hasbeen incor- 
porated into the fuel gauge circuit, which damps the gauge needle movement and 
controls the low fuel warning indication. 

Following isolated concerns with this circuit, some Dealer confusion has arisen dur- 
ing fault diagnosis, which has resulted in the unnecessary replacement of compo- 
nents. 

In order to assist Dealers, this Bulletin has been designed to identify possible fault 
conditions which may occur and details the correct diagnosis procedures. 

PLEASE NOTEthat the following information refersonlyto the anti-slosh module and 
the fuej tank sender unit; it is not a fault diagnosis of the fuel gauge. 

COMPONENT LOCATION 

151-E76 

A - Fuel Tank Sender Unit B - Anti-Slosh Module 

ANTI-SLOSH MODULE TERMINAL VOLTAGES 

The five terminals of the anti-slosh module have the following voltage ranges at  nor- 
mal operating voltage of 13.5 V :  

Pin 1 Gauge 

Pin 2 Low Fuel Warning 

Pin 3 Ignition 

Pin 4 Sender Unit 

Pin 5 Ground 

2.49 V to 11.08 V dependent on fuel quantity 

Battery voltage (13.5V) when off; 0.1 V to 1 Vwhen on 

Battery voltage (13.5 V) 

2.49 V to 11.08 V dependent on fuel quantity 

0 v 
POSSIBLE FAULT CONDITIONS 

Loss of damnins 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit and connect 
the wire to ground. 

Turn on the ignition and check the gauge; the pointer should rise rapidly to a position 
above the "full" mark. 
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ANTI-SLOSH MODULE TERMINAL VOLTAGES 
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POSSIBLE FAULT CONDITIONS 
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Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit and connect 
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Turn on the ignition and checkthe gauge; the pointer should rise rapidly to a position 
above the "full" mark. 
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Disconnect the upper wire of the sender from ground and check that the fuel gauge 
starts to fall. If the low fuel warning light illuminates within 12 seconds of this oper- 
ation, replace the anti-slosh module. 

Turn off the ignition and reconnect the fuel sender unit correctly. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. 

Turn on the ignition. Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning lamp 
is on. 

If the warning lamp fails to illuminate, check the voltage on the warning lamp output 
of the anti-slosh module (pin 2). If the voltage is less than 0.9 volts, the fault does not 
lie in the anti-slosh module; therefore, check the lamp and harness. If the voltage is 
more than 0.9 volts, change the anti-slash module. 

Turn off the ignition and reconnect the sender unit correctly. 

w rnin I m 1, 
Turn off the ignition. Remove the anti-slosh module and turn on the ignition. 

If the warning lamp goes out, replace the anti-slosh module. If the warning lamp 
stays on, check the vehicle wiring. 

Too slow to reach fina.l.,.gq~ition when the innition is tt~rned on. 

If the fuel gauge takes longerthan 15seconds to display its final position on the gauge 
when the ignition is turned on, replace the anti-slosh module. 

Fuel gauge constantlv reads full. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. Turn on the 
ignition. 

Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning light is on. 

Ifthe gauge reads full, turn off the ignition and remove theanti-slosh module. Switch 
the ignition back on; if the gauge reads empty, replace the anti-slosh module. If the 
gauge reads full, check the vehicle wiring and the gauge. 

Turn off the ignition. Refit the anti-slosh module and reconnect the sender unit cor- 
rectly. 

Turn off the ignition, Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. 

Turn on the ignition. Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning lamp 
is on. 

Turn off the ignition. Connect the upper wire of the sender unit to ground. 

Turn on the ignition and check that the gauge rises to full. If the gauge does not rise 
to full, turn off the ignition and remove the anti-slosh module. Connectthe fuel gauge 
to ground. If t he gauge rises to full, change the anti-slosh module. if the gauge does 
not rise to full, check the vehicle wiring, the sender unit and the gauge. 
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Disconnect the upper wire of the sender from ground and check that the fuel gauge 
starts to fall. If the low fuel warning light illuminates within 12 seconds of this oper
ation, replace the anti-sJosh module. 

Turn off the ignition and reconnect the fuel sender unit correctly. 

No low fuel warning lamp with gauge reading empty. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. 

Turn on the ignition. Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning lamp 
is on. 

1ft he warning lamp fails to illuminate, check the voltage on the warning lamp output 
of the anti-slosh module (pin 2). If the voltage is less than 0.9 volts, the fault does not 
lie in the anti-slosh module; therefore, check the lamp and harness. If the voltage is 
more than 0.9 volts. change the anti-slosh module. 

Turn off the ignition and reconnect the sender unit correctly. 

Low fuel warning lamo stays on over the full range of the gauge. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the anti-slosh module and turn on the ignition. 

If the warning lamp goes out, replace the anti-slosh module. If the warning lamp 
stays on, check the vehicle wiring. 

Too slow to reach final Qosjtjon when the ignition is turned on. 

Ifthefuel gauge takes longerthan 15seconds to display its final position on the gauge 
when the ignition is turned on, replace the anti-slosh module. 

Fuel aauge constantly reads full. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. Turn on the 
ignition. 

Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning light is on. 

If the gauge reads full, turn off the ignition and removetheanti-slosh module. Switch 
the ignition back on; if the gauge reads empty. replace the anti-slosh module. If the 
gauge reads full. check the vehicle wiring and the gauge. 

Turn off the ignition. Refit the anti-slosh module and reconnect the sender unit cor
rectly. 

Fuel gauge always reads empty. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. 

Turn on the ignition. Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning lamp 
is on. 

Turn off the ignition. Connect the upper wire of the sender unit to ground. 

Turn on the ignition and check that the gauge rises to fuJI. If the gauge does not rise 
to fu II, tu rn off the ignition and remove the anti-slosh modu Ie. Con nect the fuel ga uge 
to ground. If the gauge rises to full, change the anti-slosh module. If the gauge does 
not rise to full, check the vehicle wiring. the sender unit and the gauge. 
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Disconnect the upper wire of the sender from ground and check that the fuel gauge 
starts to fall. If the low fuel warning light illuminates within 12 seconds of this oper
ation, replace the anti-sJosh module. 

Turn off the ignition and reconnect the fuel sender unit correctly. 

No low fuel warning lamp with gauge reading empty. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. 

Turn on the ignition. Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning lamp 
is on. 

1ft he warning lamp fails to illuminate, check the voltage on the warning lamp output 
of the anti-slosh module (pin 2). If the voltage is less than 0.9 volts, the fault does not 
lie in the anti-slosh module; therefore, check the lamp and harness. If the voltage is 
more than 0.9 volts. change the anti-slosh module. 

Turn off the ignition and reconnect the sender unit correctly. 

Low fuel warning lamp stays on over the full range of the gauge. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the anti-slosh module and turn on the ignition. 

If the warning lamp goes out, replace the anti-slosh module. If the warning lamp 
stays on, check the vehicle wiring. 

Too slow to reach final Qosjtjon when the ignition is turned on. 

Ifthefuel gauge takes longerthan 15seconds to display its final position on the gauge 
when the ignLtion is turned on, replace the anti-slosh module. 

Fuel gauge constant ly reads full. 

Turn off the ignition. Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. Turn on the 
ignition. 

Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning light is on. 

Ifthe ga uge reads full , turn off the ignition and remove the anti-slosh module. Switch 
the ignition back on; if the gauge reads empty, replace the anti-slosh module. Ifthe 
gauge reads full, check the vehicle wiring and the gauge. 

Turn off the ignition. Refit the anti-slosh module and reconnect the sender unit cor
rectly. 

Fuel gauge always reads empty. 

Turn off the ignition . Remove the upper wire from the fuel sender unit. 

Turn on the ignition. Check that the gauge reads empty and that the warning lamp 
is on. 

Turn off the ignition. Connect the upper wire of the sender unit to ground. 

Turn on the ignition and check that the gauge rises to fuJI. If the gauge does not rise 
to fu II, tu rn off the ignition and remove the anti-slosh modu Ie. Con nect the fuel ga uge 
to ground. If the gauge rises to full, change the anti-slosh module. If the gauge does 
not rise to full, check the vehicle wiring, the sender unit and the gauge. 
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Turn off the ignition, refit the anti-slosh module and reconnect the sender correctly. 

Fuel aauae reads above emntv when tank is empty. 

DO NOT remove the sender unit from the tank. 

With either a new sender unit or a 250 Ohm resister connected in place ofthe existing 
sender unit, check that the gauge drops to empty. If it is above empty, replace the 
anti-slosh module. If the gauge reads empty, check the sender unit or the gauge. 

Check for normal operation. 

SENDER UNIT FAULT DIAGNOSIS 

Gauae flickers and swinas to zero interm itlentlv. 

The likely fault with this symptom is an intermittent open circuit on the sender unit. 
It is difficult to diagnose this with the sender unit in the fuel tank. The recommended 
test is to obtain a new sender unit and connect it to the car and holding it in the same 
orientation as the vehicle, move it through its full travel slowly, watching the gauge 
for normal operation. If all appears well, the sender unit in the tank should be 
changed for the new one. If the symptoms persist, check the wiring and the gauge. 

Note: During heavy cornering, i.e. traffic islands, etc, needle movement will occur 
towards the empty position, particularly on right-hand manoeuvring. 

Recovery to the correct fuel gauge indication after the cornering manoeuvre will be 
slow due to the  operation of the anti-slosh module. This is normal and should not 
be interpreted as a fault. 

I 
X3-S COUPE / CONVERTIBLE - 92 MY ITEM: 17 

86 ALARM SYSTEM OPERATION 

Investigation into Dealer reports of poor operation of the alarm system on XJ-S 92 
MY  vehicles has shown that a final operation has been omitted from the supplied in- 
stallation instructions. Therefore, where customer complaints are received, the fol- 
lowing action should be taken. 

1. Remove the right-hand rear quarter lower trim pad assernbiy. 

2. Identify the alarm antenna coiled in the harness (refer to Fig 1). 

FIG 1 
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Turn off the ignition, refit the anti-slosh module and reconnect the sender correctly. 

Fuel gauge reads above empty when tank is empty. 

00 NOT remove the sender unit from the tank. 

With either a new sender unit or a 250 Ohm resister connected in place afthe existing 
sender unit, check that the gauge drops to empty. If it is above empty, replace the 
anti-slosh module. If the gauge reads empty, check the sender unit or the gauge. 

Check for normal operation. 

SENDER UNIT FAULT DlAGNOSIS 

Gauge flickers and swings to zero interm ittently. 

The likely fault with this symptom is an intermittent open circuit on the sender unit. 
It is difficult to diagnose this with the sender unit in the fuel tank. The recommended 
test is to obtain a new sender unit and connect it to the car and holding it in the same 
orientation as the vehicle, move it through its full travel slowly, watching the gauge 
for normal operation. If all appears well, the sender unit in the tank should be 
changed for the new one. If the symptoms persist, check the wiring and the gauge. 

~ During heavy cornering, i.e. traffic islands, etc, needle movement will occur 
towards the empty position, particularly on right-hand manoeuvring. 

Recovery to the correct fuel gauge indication after the cornering manoeuvre will be 
slow due to the operation of the anti-slosh module. This is normal and should not 
be interpreted as a fault. 

XJ-S COUPE I CONVERTIBLE - 92 MY 

86 ALARM SYSTEM OPERATION 

ITEM: 17 

Investigation into Dealer reports of poor operation of the alarm system on XJ-S 92 
MY vehicles has shown that a final operation has been omitted from the supplied in
stallation instructions. Therefore, where customer complaints are received, the fol
lowing action should be taken. 

1. Remove the right-hand rear quarter lower trim pad assembly. 

2. Identify the alarm antenna coiled in the harness (refer to Fig 1). 
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Turn off the ignition, refit the anti-slosh module and reconnect the sender correctly. 

Fuel gauge reads above empty when tank is empty. 

00 NOT remove the sender unit from the tank. 

With either a new sender unit or a 250 Ohm resister connected in place afthe existing 
sender unit, check that the gauge drops to empty. If it is above empty, replace the 
anti-slosh module. If the gauge reads empty, check the sender unit or the gauge. 

Check for normal operation. 

SENDER UNIT FAULT DlAGNOSIS 

Gauge flickers and swings to zero interm ittently. 

The likely fault with this symptom is an intermittent open circuit on the sender unit. 
It is difficult to diagnose this with the sender unit in the fuel tank. The recommended 
test is to obtain a new sender unit and connect it to the car and holding it in the same 
orientation as the vehicle, move it through its full travel slowly, watching the gauge 
for normal operation. If aI/ appears weU, the sender unit il'"l the tank should be 
changed for the new one. If the symptoms persist, check the wiring and the gauge. 

~ During heavy cornering, i.e. traffic islands, etc, needle movement will occur 
towards the empty position, particularly on right-hand manoeuvring. 

Recovery to the correct fuel gauge indication after the cornering manoeuvre will be 
slow due to the operation of the anti-slosh module. This is normal and should not 
be interpreted as a fault. 

XJ-S COUPE I CONVERTIBLE - 92 MY 

86 ALARM SYSTEM OPERATION 

ITEM: 17 

Investigation into Dealer reports of poor operation of the alarm system on XJ-S 92 
MY vehicles has shown that a final operation has been omitted from the supplied in
stallation instructions. Therefore, where customer complaints are received, the fol
lowing action should be taken. 

1. Remove the right-hand rear quarter lower trim pad assembly. 

2. Identify the alarm antenna coiled in the harness (refer to Fig 1). 

FIG 1 
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3. Remove the adhesive tape from the antenna, uncoil and straighten. 

4. Position the rear quarter trim panel assembly to the vehicle. 

5. Attach the straightened antenna to the rear of the trim panel in vertical attitude, 
using suitable adhesive tape (refer to Fig 2). 

FIG 2 

6. Refit the trim panel. 

The above action only applies to VIN range 179737 onwards. 

Parts Warrantyclaims for thiswork should be made using Complaint Code9SSX and 
quoting SRO 86-91-42 (Coupe) or 86-91-42/70 (Convertible). 

Total time allowance is 0.20 Hours (Coupe) and 0.25 Hours (Convertiblel. 

Dealers and Importers using electronic claim submissions should use Claim Type 03. 

It is intended that this operation will shortly be integrated into the vehicle build and 
an appropriate VIN will be issued in a future Service Bulletin. 

XJ6 LHD ONLY ITEM: 18 

A larger capacity 72aH battery has been introduced on all left-hand-drive XJ6 ve- 
hicles from VIN 653463. 

This new battery (Part Nos: DBC 6429 [wet] and JLM 10455 Idryl) is not interchange- 
able with either previous left-hand-drive or right-hand-drive vehicles. 

XJ6 / XJ-S ITEM: 19 

86 18 EM IGNITION AMPLIFIER 

Investigation of recent warranty returns has identified instances of ignition amplifiers 
being changed and, in the process, being removed from their base-plates. 

These parts should not be separated and must only be replaced as a completeassem- 
-bly. Under no circumstances should they be dismantled. 

Any pans returned through warranty will be rejected if incomplete or if attempts to 
split the assembly have been made. 
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3. Remove the adhesive tape from the antenna, uncoil and straighten. 

4. Position the rear quarter trim panel assembly to the vehicle. 

5. Attach the straightened antenna to the rear of the trim panel in vertical attitude, 
using suitable adhesive tape (refer to Fig 2). 

FIG 2 

6. Refit the trim panel. 

The above action only applies to VIN range 179737 onwards. 

Parts Warranty claims forthis work should be made using Complaint Code9SSX and 
Quoting SRO 86-91-42 (Coupel or 86-91-42170 (Convertible). 

Total time allowance is 0.20 Hours (Coupe) and 0.25 Hours (Convertible). 

Dealers and Importers using electronic claim submissions should use Claim Type 03. 

It is intended that this operation will shortly be integrated into the vehicle build and 
an appropriate VIN will be issued in a future Service Bulletin. 

XJ6 LHD ONLY 

86 72AH BATIERY 

ITEM: 18 

A larger capacity 72aH battery has been introduced on all left-hand-drive XJ6 ve
hicles from VIN 653463. 

This new battery (Part Nos: DBC 6429 [wet] and JLM 10455 [dry]) is not interchange
able with either previous left-hand-drive or right-hand-drive vehicles. 

XJ6/ XJ-S ITEM: 19 

86 18 EM IGNITION AMPLIFIER 

Investigation of recent warranty returns has identified instances of ignition amplifiers 
being changed and, in the process, being removed from their base-plates. 

These parts should not be separated and must only be replaced as a complete assem
-bly. Under no circumstances should they be dismantled. 

Any parts returned through warranty will be rejected if incomplete or if attempts to 
split the assembly have been made. 
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3. Remove the adhesive tape from the antenna, uncoil and straighten. 

4. Position the rear Quarter trim panel assembly to the vehicle. 

5. Attach the straightened antenna to the rear of the trim panel in vertical attitude, 
using suitable adhesive tape (refer to Fig 2). 

FIG 2 

6. Refit the trim panel. 

The above action only applies to VIN range 179737 onwards. 

Parts Warranty claims forthis work should be made using Complaint Code9SSX and 
Quoting SRO 86-91-42 (Coupel or 86-91-42170 (Convertible). 

Total time allowance is 0.20 Hours (Coupe) and 0.25 Hours (Convertible). 

Dealers and Importers using electronic claim submissions should use Claim Type 03. 

It is intended that this operation will shortly be integrated into the vehicle build and 
an appropriate VIN will be issued in a future Service Bulletin. 

XJ6 LHD ONLY 

86 72AH BATIERY 

ITEM: 18 

A larger capacity 72aH battery has been introduced on all left-hand-drive XJ6 ve
hicles from VIN 653463. 

This new battery (Part Nos: DBC 6429 [wet) and JLM 10455 [dry]) is not interchange
able with either previous left-hand-drive or right-hand-drive vehicles. 

XJ6/ XJ-S ITEM: 19 

86 18 EM IGNITION AMPLIFIER 

Investigation of recent warranty returns has identified instances of ignition amplifiers 
being changed and, in the process, being removed from their base-plates. 

These parts should not be separated and must only be replaced as a complete assem
·bly. Under no circumstances should they be dismantled. 

Any parts returned through warranty will be rejected if incomplete or if attempts to 
split the assembly have been made. 
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I 1 Service Bulletin 

- ~ A G U A R ~ ~  -- 
DATE: MARCH 1993 

PAGE: 1 of 9 

REF: JD 05/93 

ERRATA 

WITH REFERENCE TO SERVICE BULLETIN JD 17192, PLEASE NOTE THATTHE WAR- 
R A N P  COMPLAINT CODE SHOWN ON PAGE 2AS I LBK IS INCORRECT. THIS CODE 
SHOULD READ 'I LKB 

V12 AND AJ6 ENGINES ITEM: 01 

12 INTRODUCTION OF GRADED CRANKSHAFT BEARINGS 

As part of Jaguar's on-going commitment to improving quality, three grades (sizes) 
of crank pin and journal bearings have been introduced on all production V12and AJ6 
engines. This will improve engine and vehicle refinement by reducing the maximum 
crank running clearances by approximately 20%. 

Graded bearings were introduced on production from the following engine numbers: 

V12 XJS: 8s 86817 

6.0 Jaguarsport: TBA * 

1112 Series Ill: 7P 7691 2 

* 6.0 litre Jaguarsport engines will use the grading system when a common crank 
shaft is used for both Jaguarsport and Jaguar 6.0 litre engines. 

The three different grade diameters of the journals and pins are represented by a 
letter which corresponds to a colour, i.e. "P" equals Pink, "R" equals Red, etc. The 
grade of each individual journal and pin on each crankshaft is identified by having the 
grading diameter colour stamped on the No 1 balance weight, indicating the grade 
of shell to be fitted. as follows: 
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DATE: MARCH 1993 

PAGE: 1 of 9 

REF~ JD 05/93 

WITH REFERENCE TO SERVICE BULLETIN JD 17/92, PLEASE NOTE THAT THE WAR
RANTY COMPLAINT CODE SHOWN ON PAGE 2 AS 1 LBK IS INCORRECT. THIS CODE 
SHOULD READ 1 LKB 

V12 AND AJ6 ENGINES ITEM: 01 

12 INTRODUCTION OF GRADED CRANKSHAFT BEARINGS 

As part of Jaguar's on-going commitment to improving quality, three grades (sizes) 
of crank pin and journal bearings have been introduced on all production V12and AJ6 
engines. This will improve engine and vehicle refinement by reducing the maximum 
crank running clearances by appro)(imately 20%. 

Graded bearings were introduced on production from the following engine numbers: 

V12 XJS: 8S 86817 V12 Series Ill: 7P 76912 

6.0 JaguarSport: TBA * 3.2: 98 111574 

4.0: 9E/9W 164637 

.. 6.0 litre JaguarSport engines will use the grading system when a common crank 
shaft is used for both JaguarSport and Jaguar 6.0 litre engines. 

The three different grade diameters of the journals and pins are represented by a 
letter which corresponds to a colour. i.e. "P" equals Pink, "R" equals Red, etc. The 
grade of each individual journal and pin on each crankshaft is identified by having the 
grading diameter colour stamped on the No 1 balance weight, indicating the grade 
of shell to be fitted. as follows: 
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DATE: MARCH 1993 

PAGE: 1 of 9 

REF~ JD 05/93 

WITH REFERENCE TO SERVICE BULLETIN JD 17/92, PLEASE NOTE THAT THE WAR
RANTY COMPLAINT CODE SHOWN ON PAGE 2 AS 1 LBK IS INCORRECT. THIS CODE 
SHOULD READ 1 LKB 

V12 AND AJ6 ENGINES ITEM: 01 

12 INTRODUCTION OF GRADED CRANKSHAFT BEARINGS 

As part of Jaguar's on-going commitment to improving quality, three grades (sizes) 
of crank pin and journal bearings have been introduced on all production V12 and AJ6 
engines. This will improve engine and vehicle refinement by reducing the maximum 
crank running clearances by appro)(imately 20%. 

Graded bearings were introduced on production from the following engine numbers: 

V12 XJS: 8S 86817 V12 Series Ill: 7P 76912 

6.0 Jaguar5port: TBA * 3.2: 98 111574 

4.0: 9E/9W 164637 

6.0 litre JaguarSport engines will use the grading system when a common crank 
shaft is used for both JaguarSport and Jaguar 6.0 litre engines. 

The three different grade diameters of the journals and pins are represented by a 
letter which corresponds to a colour. i.e. "P" equals Pink, "R" equals Red, etc. The 
grade of each individual journal and pin on each crankshaft is identified by having the 
grading diameter colour stamped on the No 1 balance weight. indicating the grade 
of shell to be fitted, as follows: 
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A: F lndicates front 
8: Journals 1 to 7 
C: Pins 1 to 6 

A: F Indicates front 
B: Journals 1 to 7 
C: Pins 1 to 6 

The bearing sheil is identified by having the colour on one of its edges. 

The grade letter and colour for each diameter are as follows: 

JOURNALS 

GRADE LElTER 
P 

W 

G 

PINS 
GRADE LElTER 

R 

Y 

6 

GRADE COLOUR 

PINK 

WHITE 

GREEN 

GRADE DIAMETER 
3.0005 INS (76.212MM) 
3.0008 1 NS (76.220M M 1 
3.0009 INS (76.222MM) 
3.0012 INS (76.230MM) 
3.0013 INS (78.233MM) 
3.001 6 INS I76.240MM) 

GRADE COLOUR 
RED 

YELLOW 

BLUE 

GRADE DIAMETER 
2.2993 INS (58.402MM) 
2.2996 INS (58.409MM) 
2.2997 INS I58.412MM) 

1 2.3000 INS (58.420MM) 
2.3001 INS (58.422MM) 
2.3004 INS (58.430MM) 
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V12 

A: F Indicates front 
B: Journals 1 to 7 
C: Pins 1 to 6 

JA~ 

AJ6 

A: F Indicates front 
B: Journals 1 to 7 
C: Pins 1 to 6 

The bearing sheil is identified by having the colour on one of its edges. 

The grade lener and colour for each diameter are as follows: 

V12 

JOURNALS 

GRADE LETTER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAMETER 
p PINK 3.0005 INS (76.212MM) 

3.0008 INS (76.220M M) 

W WHITE 3.0009 INS (76.222MM) 
3.0012 INS (76.230MMI 

G GREEN 3.0013 INS (76.233MMI 
3.001SINS (76.240MM) 

PINS 

GRADE LETTER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAMETER 

R RED 2.2993 INS (58.402MM) 
2.2996 INS (58.409MM) 

y YELLOW 2.2997 INS (58.412MMI 
2.3000 INS (58.420MM) 

B BLUE 2.3001 INS (58.422MM) 
2.3004 INS (58.430MM) 
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V12 

A: F Indicates front 
B: Journals 1 to 7 
C: Pins 1 to 6 

JA~ 

AJ6 

A: F Indicates front 
B: Journals 1 to 7 
C: Pins 1 to 6 

The bearing sheil is identified by having the colour on one of its edges. 

The grade lener and colour for each diameter are as follows: 

V12 

JOURNALS 

GRADE LETTER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAMETER 
p PINK 3.0005 INS (76.212MM) 

3.0008 INS (76.220M M) 

W WHITE 3.0009 INS (76.222MM) 
3.0012 INS (76.230MMI 

G GREEN 3.0013 INS (76.233MMI 
3.001SINS (76.240MM) 

PINS 

GRADE LETTER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAMETER 
R RED 2.2993 INS (58.402MM) 

2.2996 INS (58.409MM) 
y YELLOW 2.2997 INS (58.412MMI 

2.3000 INS (58.420MM) 

B BLUE 2.3001 INS (58.422MM) 
2.3004 INS (58.430MM) 
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JOURNALS 

New Part Numbers for the graded bearing shells are as follows: 

V12 GRADED BEARING SHELLS (5.3 & 6.0 LITRE) 

PART NUMBERS 

GRADE LElTER 

P 

W 

G 

PINS 
GRADE L E T E R  

A 

Y 

B 

GRADE COLOUR 

PINK 

WHITE 

GREEN 

CONN ROD BEARING 

MA1 N BEAR IN G - 
FRONT/INTERMEDIATE 

MAIN BEARING - CENTRE 

MAIN BEARING - REAR 

CRANKSHAFT 5.3L 

CRANKSHAFT 6.OL 

GRADE DIAMETER 

3.0002 INS (76.207MM) 
3.0006 INS (76.216MM) 

3.0006 INS I76.217MM) 
3.00t0 INS I76.226MM) 

3.0010 INS 176.227MM) 
3.0014 INS (76.236MM) 

GRADE COLOUR 

RED 

YELLOW 

BLUE 

GRADE DIAMETER 

2.0852 INS (52.966MM) 
2.0856 INS (52.975MM) 

2.0856 INS (52.976MM) 
2.0860 INS I52.985MM) 

2.0860 INS (52.986MM) 
2.0864 INS (52.995MM) 

SIZE1 
SIZE2 
SIZE3 

SIZE1 
SIZE 2 
SIZE3 

  SIZE^ 
SIZE2 
SIZE3 

SIZE1 
SIZE 2 
SlZE 3 

PARTNO 

JLM 11138/01 
JLM 11138102 
JLM 11138103 

JLM11139/01 
JLM 1 1 'I39102 
JLM 11139103 

JLM 11140/01 
JLM 11140102 
JLM 11140/03 

JLM11141101 
JLM 1 11 41 102 
JLM 11 141/03 

EBC 10961 

EBC '10992 

NOPER 
ENGINE 

12 

5 

1 

1 

COLOUR 
CODE 

RED 
YELLOW 
BLUE 

PINK 
WHITE 
GREEN 

PINK 
WHITE 
GREEN 

PINK 
WHITE 
GREEN 

REPLACES 

C38933 

C 2931311 

C 2931 4/1 

EAC 3973 
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AJ6 

JOURNALS 

GRADE LETIER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAM ETER 
p PINK 3.0002 INS (76.207MM) 

3.0006 INS (76.216MM) 

W WHITE 3.0006 INS (76.217MM) 
3.0010 INS (76.226MM) 

G GREEN 3.0010 INS (76.227MM) 
3.0014 INS (76.236MM) 

PINS 

GRADE LETTER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAM ETER 

R RED 2.0852 INS (52.966MM~ 
2.0856 INS (52.975MM} 

V YELLOW 2.0856 INS (52.976MM} 
2.0860 INS (52.985MM) 

B BLUE 2.0860 INS (52.986MM} 
2.0864 INS (52.99SMM) 

New Part Numbers for the graded bearing shells are as follows: 

V12 GRADED BEARING SHELLS (S.3 & 6.0 LITRE) 

PART NUMBERS 

PART NO NO PER COLOUR REPLACES 
ENGINE CODE 

CONN ROD BEARING SIZE 1 JLM 11138/01 RED 
SIZE 2 JLM 11138/02 12 YELLOW C 38933 
SIZE 3 JLM 11138/03 BLUE 

MAIN BEARING- SIZE 1 JLM 11139/01 PINK 
FRO NT (INTER MEDIATE SIZE 2 JLM 11139/02 5 WHITE C 29313/1 

SIZE 3 JLM 11139/03 GREEN 

MAIN BEARING - CENTRE SIZE 1 JLM 11140/01 PINK 
SIZE 2 J LM 11140/02 1 WHITE C 29314/1 
SIZE 3 JLM 11140/03 GREEN 

MAIN BEARING - REAR SIZE 1 JLM 11141/01 PINK 
SIZE 2 JLM 11141102 1 WHITE EAC 3973 
SIZE 3 JLM 11141/03 GREEN 

CRANKSHAFT 5.3L EBC 10961 

CRANKSHAFT 6.0L EBC 10992 
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AJ6 

JOURNALS 

GRADE LETIER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAM ETER 
p PINK 3.0002 INS (76.207MM) 

3.0006 INS (76.216MM) 

W WHITE 3.0006 INS (76.217MM) 
3.0010 INS (76.226MM) 

G GREEN 3.0010 INS (76.227MM) 
3.0014 INS (76.236MM) 

PINS 

GRADE LETTER GRADE COLOUR GRADE DIAM ETER 

R RED 2.0852 INS (52.966MM) 
2.0856 INS (52.975MM) 

Y YELLOW 2.0856 INS (52.976MM) 
2.0860 INS (S2.985MM) 

B BLUE 2.0860 INS (52.986MM) 
2.0864 INS (52.995MM) 

New Part Numbers for the graded bearing shells are as follows: 

V12 GRADED BEARING SHELLS (5.3 & 6.0 LITRE) 

PART NUMBERS 

PART NO NO PER COLOUR REPLACES 
ENGINE CODE 

CONN ROD BEARING SIZE 1 JLM 11138/01 RED 
SIZE 2 JLM 11138/02 12 YELLOW C 38933 
SIZE 3 JLM 11138/03 BLUE 

MAIN BEARING- SIZE 1 JLM '1139/01 PINK 
FRONT/INTERMEDIATE SIZE 2 JLM 11139/02 5 WHITE C 29313{1 

SIZE 3 JLM 11139/03 GREEN 

MAIN BEARING - CENTRE SIZE 1 JLM 11140/01 PINK 
SIZE2 J LM 11140/02 1 WHITE C 29314/1 
SIZE 3 J LM 11140/03 GREEN 

MAIN BEARING - REAR SIZE 1 JLM 1114.1/01 PINK 
SIZE 2 JLM 1'141/02 1 WHITE EAC 3973 
SIZE 3 JLM 11141/03 GREEN 

CRANKSHAFT 5.3l EBC 10961 

CRANKSHAFT 6.0l EBC 10992 
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AJ6 GRADED BEARING SHELLS 13.2 & 4.0 LITRE) 

PART NUMBERS 

If a crankshaft or bearing problem is encountered on engines built prior to the intro- 
duction of graded bearings, the following applies: 

If the bearing shells only have to be reptaced, sets of the old condition shells will still 
be available and should be ordered as before. 

REPLACES PART NO 

If the crankshaft needs to be changed, a graded bearing crankshaft will be supplied 
from Parts Operations and the relevant graded bearings will need to be fitted, 

If a crankshaft or bearing problem is encountered on engines with the graded bear- 
ings, the following applies: 

CONN ROD BEARING 

MAIN BEARING - 
FRONT/INTERMEDIATE/REAR 

MAIN BEARING - CENTRE 

CRANKSHAFT 3.2 L 

CRANKSHAn 4.0L 

NO PER 
ENGINE 

If the bearing shells only have to be replaced, the relevant shells, as noted on the No.1 
balance weight (see above), should be ordered. 

COLOUR 
CODE 

If the crankshaft needs to be replaced, a graded bearing crankshaft wit1 be supplied 
by Parts Operations and the relevant graded bearings should be ordered separately. 

SIZE1 
SIZE2 
SIZE3 
SIZE1 
SIZE 2 
S E E 3  

SIZE 1 
SIZE 2 
SIZE 3 

ALL MODELS ITEM: 02 

JLM 11135101 
JLM 11135102 
JLM 11135103 

JLM 11136101 
JLM 1 1 136102 
JLM 11136/03 

JLM I 1  137101 
JLM 1 1 137102 
JLM 1 1137103 
EBC 10916 

EBC 10915 

17 EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM 

In order to meet stricter world-wide emission regulations, an Evaporative Emission 
Control System is now fitted to al4 Jaguar vehicles. 

6 

6 

1 

Introduction VIN's are: 

XJS - 184907 
SERIES 111 - 486831 
XJ6 - 664941 

RED 
YELLOW 
BLUE 

PINK 
WHITE 
GREEN 

PINK 
WHITE 
GREEN 

Evaporative Emission Control Systems are designed to prevent fuel vapour, which 
consists mainly of hydro-carbons, escaping into the atmosphere. 

EAC2502 

EAC7957Iredl 
EAC7958(blue) 

EAC7961Ired) 
EAC 7962 (blue1 

The following i s  a resume of major components of the system and the way in which 
the system functions: 
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AJ6 GRADED BEARING SHELLS (3.2 & 4.0 LITRE) 

PART NUMBERS 

PART NO NO PER COLOUR 
ENGINE CODe 

CONN ROD BEARING SIZE' JLM 11135/01 RED 
SIZE2 JLM 11135/02 6 YELLOW 
SIZE 3 JLM 11135/03 BLUE 

MAIN BEARING - SIZE 1 JLM 11136/01 PINK 
FRONT/INTERMEDIATE/AEAR SIZE2 JLM 11136/02 6 WHITE 

SIZE3 JLM 11136/03 GREEN 

MAIN BEARING - CENTRE SIZE 1 JLM 11137/01 PINK 
SIZE2 JLM11137/02 1 WHITE 
SIZE 3 JLM 11137/03 GREEN 

CRAN KSHAFT 3.2L ESC 10916 

CRAN KSHAFT 4.0L ESC 10915 

JA~ 

REPLACES 

EAC 2502 

EAC 7957 (red) 
EAC 7958 (blue) 

EAC 7961 ~red) 
EAC 7962 (blue) 

If a crankshaft or bearing problem is encountered on engines built prior to the intro
duction of graded bearings. the following applies: 

If the bearing shells only have to be replaced, sets ofthe old condition shells will still 
be available and should be ordered as before. 

If the crankshaft needs to be changed, a graded bearing crankshaft will be supplied 
from Parts Operations and the relevant graded bearings will need to be fitted. 

rf a crankshaft or bearing problem is encountered on engines with the graded bear
ings, the following applies: 

If the bearing shells only have to be replaced, the relevant shells, as noted on the No.1 
balance weight (see abovel, should be ordered. 

If the crankshaft needs to be replaced, a graded bearing crankshaft will be supplied 
by Parts Operations and the relevant graded bearings should be ordered separately. 

ALL MODELS ITEM: 02 

17 EVAPORATIVE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM 

In order to meet stricter world-wide emission regulations, an Evaporative Emission 
Control System is now fitted to all Jaguar vehicles. 

Introduction VIN's are: 

XJS - 184907 
SERIES III - 486831 
XJ6 - 664941 

Evaporative Emission Control Systems are designed to prevent fuel vapour, which 
consists mainly of hydro-carbons, escaping into the atmosphere. 

The following is a resume of major components of the system and the way in which 
the system functions: 
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MAJOR COMPONENTS: 

Fuel Tank 
Evaporative loss flange 
PressureNacuum relief valve with vacuum operated by-pass valve 
Purge control valve 
Purge air port Ion charcoal canister) 
Charcoal canister 
Purge port Ion induction manifold) 
Electrical connection to ECU 
Induction manifold 
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MAJOR COMPONENTS: 

8 K 
/.-------------------

jSI-la~a 

1. Fuel Tank 
2. Evaporative loss flange 
3. PressureNacuum relief valve with vacuum operated by-pass valve 
4. Purge control valve 
5. Purge air port (on charcoal canister) 
6. Charcoal canister 
7. Purge port (on induction manifold) 
8. Electrical connection to ECU 
9. Induction manifold 
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MAJOR COMPONENTS: 

8 K 
/.-------------------

jSI-la~a 

1. Fuel Tank 
2. Evaporative loss flange 
3. PressureNacuum relief valve with vacuum operated by-pass valve 
4. Purge control valve 
5. Purge air port (on charcoal canister) 
6. Charcoal canister 
7. Purge port (on induction manifold) 
8. Electrical connection to ECU 
9. Induction manifold 
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THE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS IN THE FOLLOWING WAY 

Fuel vapour, generated in the fuel tank, is passed in a controlled manner to a storage 
device, located at  the front left-hand side of the vehicle, in front of the road wheel. 
The storage device is a plasticcanisterfilled with charcoal, (6, Fig 1). The charcoal ab- 
sorbs the vapour, enhancing the storage capacity of the canister. 

When a vehicle is at  rest with the engine turned off, the flow of vapour is controlled 
by a pressure/vacuurn relief valve (3, Fig I ) ,  so that a low positive pressure is main- 
tained in the fuel tank. Ifthis pressure exceeds approximately 1.5 psi, the pressure/va- 
cuum relief valve opens, to allow the excess pressure and fuel vapour to bleed into 
the charcoal canister, thus maintaining the low positive pressure. 

Should there be any blockage of the line between the fuel tank and the charcoal cen- 
ister, there are further pressure relief valves, in both the evaporative loss flange and 
the fuel filler cap, to prevent any excess tank pressure. 

When the engine is running, the pressure/vacuum relief valve is  held open by engine 
vacuum, allowing an unchecked Row of vapourfrom the fuel tank to the canister and 
"zero" pressure in the fuel tank (i.e. atmospheric pressure.) 

The charcoal canister is connected to the vehicle's induction manifoldviaa purge con- 
trol valve (Fig 1, item 4), the operation of which is controlled by an electrical signal 
from the engine management ECU, according to a predetermined map. 

The canister is purged by drawing the vapour into the induction manifold, the volume 
of vapour being controlled by the purge valve via the ECU. The vapour is then dis- 
posed of during the combustion process. 

ALL 4.OL AUTO MODELS ITEM: 03 

18 TRANSMISSION CONTROL UNIT (TCU) 

Should an automatic transmission failure warning be accompanied by fault codes 17 
and 08 (torque control and select - possible open circuit), technicians may assume 
that the transmission control unit (TCU) is faulty and erroneously bogging the f au l t  
codes, particularly if no fault is immediately evident with the wiring. However, it is 
unlikely that the TCU is at fault, as the most likely cause of the fault is in the wiring 
to the engine management ECU. 

The "pull-up" resistors for the torque control and select tines are located in the en- 
gine management ECU. If the supply to this ECU is faulty, there will be no pull-up and 
the voltage on the select and control lines will drop. The TCU will diagnose this as 
an open circuit failure. Therefore, when fault codes 17 and 08 are seen together, the 
supply to the engine management ECU should be checked. 

It is also possible that this fault may be caused by any non- approved security/alarm 
systems, which irnmobi lise the engine management system by cutting its power sup- 
ply. 
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of vapour being controlled by the purge valve via the ECU. The vapour is then dis
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Should an automatic transmission failure warning be accompanied by fault codes 17 
and 08 (torque control and select - possible open circuit), technicians may assume 
that the transmission control unit (TCU) is faulty and erroneously logging the fault 
codes. particularly if no fault is immediately evident with the wiring. However, it is 
unlikely that the TCU is at fault, as the most likely cause of the fault is in the wiring 
to the engine management ECU. 

The "pull-up" resistors for the torque control and select tines are located in the en
gine management ECU. tfthe supplytothis ECU is faulty. there will be no pull-up and 
the voltage on the select and control lines will drop. The TCU will diagnose this as 
an open circuit failure. Therefore, when fault codes 17 and 08 are seen together, the 
supply to the engine management ECU should be checked. 

It is also possible that this fault may be caused by any non- approved security/alarm 
systems, which immobilise the engine management system by cutting its power sup
ply. 
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ALL MODELS ITEM: 04 

DELETION OF BARRS LEAK 

When draining and refilling the cooling system during vehicle maintenance, it is no 
longer necessary to add 'Barrs Leak' radiator leak sealer. 

Process improvements and improved component quality now render the continued 
use of 'Barrs Leak' unnecessary. 

Note: On vehicles prior to  the following VINJs'Barrs Leak' radiator leak sealer should 
still be used. 

XJ6 Models - VIN. 670522 
XJS Models - VIN. 186210 

ITEM: 05 

51 FINAL DRIVE UNIT 

VIN range 665838 to 667716 

A number of vehicles within the above VIN range have been fitted with an alternative 
final drive unit. The current and alternative units can be distinguished by the number 
of bolts in the output shaft seal housing, five in the current final drive unit and three 
in the alternative. The alternative final drive will not be supported with spare parts 
until mid-1993, therefore, should there be any service concerns, Jaguar Parts Oper- 
ations wil l  only supply the current final drive units. To complete the repair it will be 
necessary to f i t  the appropriate speed sensor bracket. 

For final drive unit part numbers EBC 10910/1/2/3 and EBC 1091 1/1/2/3, f i t speed sen- 
sor bracket EBC 9820 (identified by a blue paint spot). For all other f inal drive unit part 
numbers, fit speed sensor bracket CAC 9884. 

ITEM: 06 

86 BATTERY QUIESCENT DRAIN INFORMATION 

To enable Jaguar Dealers and their technicians to  keep abreast of both past and pres- 
ent quiescent drain specifications, the following information covers thevehicle range 
over the last three years. 

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

In order to correctly measure quiescent current, technicians MUST adhere to the fol- 
lowing procedure: 

- Disconnect the battery negative lead. 

- Connect ammeter between the battery negative post and negative lead. 

- Select high meter range Iie: equal to or more than 10 amps) 

- Switch the ignition "on" then "off", then remove the key. (Do not crank theengine) 

- Observe and record the measurements obtained over the time scales identified in 
this Bulletin. 
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ALL MODELS ITEM: 04 

26 DELETION OF BARRS LEAK 

When draining and refilling the cooling system during vehicle maintenance, it is no 
longer necessary to add 'Barrs Leak' radiator leak sealer. 

Process improvements and improved component quality now render the continued 
use of 'Barrs Leak' unnecessary. 

Note: On vehicles prior to the following VIN's 'Barrs Leak' radiator leak sealer should 
still be used. 

XJ6 Models - VIN. 670522 
XJS Models - VIN. 186210 

XJ692 MY 

51 FINAL DRIVE UNIT 

VIN range 665838 to 667716 

ITEM: 05 

A number of vehicles within the above VIN range have been fitted with an alternative 
final drive unit, The current and alternative units can be distinguished by the number 
of bolts in the output shaft seal housing, five in the current final drive unit and three 
in the alternative. The alternative final drive will not be supported with spare parts 
until mid-1993, therefore, should there be any service concerns, Jaguar Parts Oper
ations will only supply the current final drive units. To complete the repair it will be 
necessary to fit the appropriate speed sensor bracket. 

Forfinal drive unit part numbers EBC 10910/1/2/3 and ESC 10911/1/2/3, fit speed sen
sor bracket EBC 9820 (identified by a blue paint spot). For all other final drive unit part 
numbers, fit speed sensor bracket CAe 9884. 
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XJ6 1991 MY - 1993 MY ITEM: 06 

86 BATIERY QUIESCENT DRAIN INFORMATION 

To enable Jaguar Dealers and their technicians to keep abreast of both past and pres
ent quiescent drain specifications, the following information covers the vehicle range 
over the last three years. 

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

In order to correctly measure quiescent current, technicians MUST adhere to the fol
lowing procedure: 

- Disconnect the battery negative lead. 

- Connect ammeter between the battery negative post and negative lead. 

- Select high meter range (ie: equal to or more than 10 amps) 

- Switch the ignition "on" then " off", then remove the key. (Do notcranktheengine) 

- Observe and record the measurements obtained overthe time scales identified in 
this Bulletin. 
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Note: Whilst testing is being carried out, no vehicle systems must be activated. 
For this reason, on 1993 Model Year vehicles, the boot light should be dis- 
abled and its lock latched shut. 

QUIESCENT DRAIN FIGURES (Approximate values in milliamps) 

COMPONENT I VEHICLE MODEL YEARS 

Air conlheater 
I I I 

93MY 

XJ6 

0.5 

Ride level 

I Transmission control 
I I I 

I I ! 

CD Autochanger 2.5 3.5 3.5 1 

1.3 

Central processor 

Instrument pack 

Alternator 

Radio head unit 

92MY 

XJ6 

f .O 

91 MY 

XJ6 

2.0 

3.3 

2.5 

0.5 

2.6 

1 Clock 
I 1 I 

0.6 

2.0 

0.3 
I 1 I 

0.6 

8.0 

2.5 

3.0 

2.6 

Air bag module 

I Engine ECU 
1 I I 

I Passive ECU 
L I 

1 1.0 1.0 1 

8.0 

2.5 
3.0 

2.6 

0.7 

0.3 

3.5 

Infra-red locking 

Seat memory modules 

0.7 

3.7 

Gearshift interlock control module j 1.0 

1 .O 

7.0 

Door lock ECU 

Facia switch panel 

Wipe logic 

F/R/H Bulb faii unit 

F/R/H Bulb fail unit (UK) 

FlLlH Bulb fail unit 

FlVH Bulb fail unit {UK) 

R/R/H Bulb fail unit 

TYPICAL QUIESCENT CURRENT LOADS FOR 1993 MY 

3.7 

I I I 

1.5 

1 .O 

0.6 

1.5 

0.6 

1.5 

0.4 

R/L/H Bulb fail uni t  

1.5 

SPECIFICATION TOTAL 
(NOMINAL VALUE) 

BASE RF ALARM 
(DISARMED) 

TOTAL DRAIN CURRENT 

VEHICLE STANDING TIME 
IN DAYS (INC ALARM) 

I 

1.5 

1.0 

1 .O 

0.6 

1.5 

0.6 

1.5 

0.4 

0.4 

1.5 

1 .O 

1.0 

0.6 

1.5 

0.6 

1.5 

0.4 

0.4 0.4 

XJ6 3.2 

20.0 

10 

XJ6 4.0 

28.6 

10 

SOV 3.2 

27.3 

10 

30.0 38.6 37.3 

43.8 53.3 

SOV 4.0 

28.6 

10 

42.4 

DAlM 4.0 ; 

28.6 

10 

38.6 

42.4 

- 

38.6 

42.4 
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Note: Whilst testing is being carried out, no vehicle systems must be activated. 
For this reason, on 1993 Model Year vehicles, the boot light should be dis
abled and its lock latched shut. 

QUIESCENT DRAIN FIGURES (Approximate values in milliamps) 

CQMPQNENT VEHICLE MQDEL YEARS 

93MY 92MY 91MY 

XJ6 XJ6 XJ6 

Ai r con/heater 0.5 

Ride level 1.0 0.6 0.6 

Transmission control 1.3 2.0 2.0 
Central processor 3.3 8.0 8.0 

Instrument pack 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Alternator 0.5 3.0 3.0 

Radio head unit 2.6 2.6 2.6 

CD Autochanger 2.5 3.5 3.5 

Clock 0.3 0.7 0.7 

Air bag module 0.3 

Engine ECU 3.5 3.7 3.7 

Infra-red locking 1.0 1.5 1.5 

Seat memory modules 7.0 

Gearshift interlock control module I 1.0 ! 
Passive ECU 1.0 1.0 
Door lock ECU 1.0 1.5 1.5 

Facia switch panel 1.0 1.0 

Wipe logic 1.0 1.0 

F/R/H Bulb fail unit 0.6 0.6 0.6 

F/R/H Bulb fail unit (UK) 1.5 1.5 1.5 

F/LIH Bulb fail unit 0.6 0.6 0.6 

F/L/H Bulb fail unit (UK) 1.5 1.5 1.5 

R/R/H Bulb fail unit 0.4 0.4 0.4 
R/L/H Bulb fail unit 0.4 0.4 0.4 

TYPICAL QUIESCENT CURRENT LQADS FOR 1993 MY 

XJ63.2 XJ64.0 SOV 3.2 SOV 4.0 DAIM 4.0 

SPECIFICATION TOTAL 20.0 28.6 27.3 28.6 28.6 
(NOMINAL VALUE) 

BASE RF ALARM 10 10 10 10 10 
(DISARMED) 

TOTAL DRAIN CURRENT 30.0 I 38.6 37.3 38.6 38.6 

VEHICLE STANDING TIME 53.3 42.4 43.8 42.4 42.4 
IN DAYS (INC ALARM) 
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Note: Whilst testing is being carried out, no vehicle systems must be activated. 
For this reason, on 1993 Model Year vehicles, the boot light should be dis
abled and its lock latched shut. 

QUIESCENT DRAIN FIGURES (Approximate values in milliamps) 

CQMPQNENT VEHICLE MQDEL YEARS 

93MY 92MY 91MY 

XJ6 XJ6 XJ6 

Air con/heater 0.5 

Ride level 1.0 0.6 0.6 

Transmission control 1.3 2.0 2.0 

Central processor 3.3 8.0 8.0 

Instrument pack 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Alternator 0.5 3.0 3.0 

Radio head unit 2.6 2.6 2.6 

CD Autochanger 2.5 3.5 3.5 

Clock 0.3 0.7 0.7 

Air bag module 0.3 

Engine ECU 3.5 3.7 3.7 

Infra-red locking 1.0 1.5 1.5 

Seat memory modules 7.0 

Gearshift interlock contro l module I 1.0 ! 

Passive ECU 1.0 1.0 
Door lock ECU 1.0 1.5 1.5 

Facia switch panel 1.0 1.0 

Wipe logic 1.0 1.0 

F/R/H Bulb fail unit 0.6 0.6 0.6 

F/R/H Bulb fail unit (UK) , .5 1.5 1.5 

F/LIH Bulb fail unit 0.6 0.6 0.6 

F/L/H Bulb fail unit (UK) 1.5 1.5 1.5 

R/R/H Bulb fail unit 0.4 0.4 0.4 

R/L/H Bulb fail unit 0.4 0.4 0.4 

TYPICAL QUIESCENT CURRENT LOADS fOR 1993 MY 

XJ63.2 XJ64.0 SOV 3.2 SOV 4.0 DAIM 4.0 

SPECIFICATION TOTAL 20.0 28.6 27.3 28.6 28.6 
(NOMINAL VALUE) 

BASE RF ALARM 10 10 10 10 10 
(DISARMED) 

TOTAL DRAIN CURRENT 30.0 I 38.6 37.3 38.6 38.6 

VEHICLE STANDING TIME 53.3 42.4 43.8 42.4 42.4 
IN DAYS (INC ALARM) 
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Note: - These figures were calculated for a new battery, discharging from 80% 
charged to 20% charged. 

- The base quiescent drain figures wil l vary between markets. 

- Accessory parts will reduce the vehicle stand time. 

- Non-approved accessories are likely to reduce considerably the vehicle 
stand time. 

IMPORTANT: - Vehicle drain figures should be calculated according to their indi- 
vidual specifications. 

This information must be passed on to the appropr iate workshop 
technicians- 

STAGES OF QUIESCENT DFIAlN 

IMPORTANT - The current figures used here are only examples. The t ime scales 
shown are, however, accurate. 

VEHICLE QUIESCENT DRAIN FIGURES 

0-5 minutes 500 milliamps (example) 
6-21 minutes 75 milliamps (example) 
22 minutes onward 25 rnilliamps (example) 

The above example highlights the significant drop in current demand, which can be 
measured after the vehicle has been left for a few minutes. 

Note: - The current drain wil l  not drop to this final value if the keys are left in the 
ignition, even if the ignition is not switched on. 

ALARM QUIESCENT DRAIN FIGURES (R F Alarm with ultra-sonic intrusion sensors). 

1-3 days 16 milliarnps 
4-28 days 10 milliarnps 
29 days onward 6 milliarnps 

Note: The current drain wil l  only drop to this final value if the a larm is armed. If the 
a larm is left disarmed, then there wil l  be a constant drain of 10 milliarnps for 
as long as the vehicle is left. 

For general current measurement and battery charging procedures, ptease refer to 
the Battery Care Manual. 
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Note: - These figures were calculated for a new battery. discharging from 80% 
charged to 20% charged. 

- The base quiescent drain figures will vary between markets. 

- Accessory parts will reduce the vehicle stand time. 

- Non-approved accessories are likely to reduce considerably the vehicle 
stand time. 

IMPORTANT: - Vehicle drain figures should be calculated according to their indi
vidual specifications. 

This information must be passed on to the appropriate workshop 
technicians_ 

STAGES OF QUIESCENT DRAIN 

IMPORTANT: - The current figures used here are only examples_ The time scales 
shown are, however, accurate. 

VEHICLE QUIESCENT DRAIN FIGURES 

0-5 minutes 
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The above example highlights the significant drop in current demand. which can be 
measured after the vehicle has been left for a few minutes. 

Note: - The current drain will not drop to this final value if the keys are left in the 
ignition, even if the ignition is not switched on. 

ALARM QUIESCENT ORAl N FIGURES (R F Alarm with ultra-sonic intrusion sensors). 

1-3 days 
4-28 days 
29 days onward 

16 milliamps 
10 milliamps 
6 milliamps 

Note: The current drain will only drop to this final value if the alarm is armed. Ifthe 
alarm is left disarmed, then there will be a constant drain of 10 milliamps for 
as long as the vehicle is left. 

For general current measurement and battery charging procedures, please refer to 
the Battery Care Manual. 
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Note: - These figures were calculated for a new battery. discharging from 80% 
charged to 20% charged. 

- The base quiescent drain figures will vary between markets. 

- Accessory parts will reduce the vehicle stand time. 
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MODEL XJS CONVERTIBLE 
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JULY 1993 

SHEET: 1 OF 2 

SUBJECT 

CUSTOMER CONCERN : 

ADVICE TO CUSTOMER : 

DEALER ACTION 

REPAIR METHOD 

REVISED FUEL FILLER NECK 

Difficulties in filling fuel tank, especialiy to maximum ca- 
pacity. 

A revised pattern of fuel filler neck assembly may befitted, 
which will allow the tank to be filIed efficiently to its maxi- 
mum capacity. 

The revised pattern of fuel filler neck was introduced on 
production vehicles commencing at VIN 187837 

IMPORTANTNOTE: Refer the customer to the section 
concerning fuel tank filling, in the 
Driver's Handbook, under "DRIV- 
ING". 

Yes -= 
Note: 

On Pre-Faceliftvehicies up to and including VlN 179736 
it is only necessary to fit a revised pattern of fuel filler 
neck and associated seals and gaiter, 

On Facelift vehicles, commencing at VIN 179737, it is 
necessary to fit a breather tube extension in addition to 
the revised pattern of fuel filler neck and associated 
seals and gaiter. This involves removal and refitting of 
the fuel tank, and replacement of additional seals. 

Prqroduction Facelift vehicles: 
AsmaII  number of Facelift vehicles were produced, having 
VINs in the series up to VlN 179736. Where this repair is re- 
quired on any such vehicle, the method detailed for the 
Facelift vehicles should be followed. 
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Difficulties in f~lIing fuel tank, especially to maxim um ca· 
pacity. 

A revi sed pane rn of fuel fi lie r neck assem bly may be fitted, 
which will allow the tank to be filled efficiently to its maxi· 
mum ca pacity . 

The revised pattern of fuel filler neck was introduced on 
production vehicles commencing at VIN 187837 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer the customer to the section 

Yes 

Note: 

concerning fuel tank filling, in the 
Driver's Handbook, under "DRIV· 
ING". 

On Pre-Facelift vehicles up to and including VIN 179736 
it is only necessary to fit a revised pattern of fuel filler 
neck and associated seals and gaiter. 

On Face~ift vehicles. commencing at VIN 179737, it is 
necessary to fit a breather tube extension in addition to 
the revised pattern of fuel filler neck and associated 
seals and gaiter. This involves removal and refitting of 
the fuel tank. and replacement of additional seals. 

Pre--production Facelift vehicJes: 
A small number of Facelift vehicles were produced, having 
VINs in the series up to VIN 179736. Where this repair is re
quired on any such vehicle. the method detailed for the 
Facelift vehicles should be followed. 
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Note: 
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neck and associated seals and gaiter. 

On Face~ift vehicles. commencing at VIN 179737, it is 
necessary to fit a breather tube extension in addition to 
the revised pattern of fuel filler neck and associated 
seals and gaiter. This involves removal and refitting of 
the fuel tank. and replacement of additional seals. 

Pre--production Facelift vehicJes: 
A small number of Facelift vehicles were produced, having 
VINs in the series up to VIN 179736. Where this repair is re
quired on any such vehicle. the method detailed for the 
Facelift vehicles should be followed. 
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Repair Methock 

UD to VIN 179736 

Remove the filler neck assembly from the vehicle and 
transfer it to a workbench. Drift out the roll-pin which acts 
as the filler flap hinge pin. Discard the filler neck. 

Assemble the filler flap to the revised pattern of filler neck, 
retaining the flap by driving in the new rot1 pin supplied. 

Refit the filler neck to the vehicle, using a new "0" ring at 
the neck-to-tank joint, and a new gaiter between the filler 
neck and tank. 

From VIN 179737 

Replace the filler neck assembly by the revised pattern. as 
above. 

Remove the fuel tank from the vehicle; remove the evapo- 
rative loss flange from the tank. 

Carefully press the breather tube extension, Part No. EBC 
10976, onto the breather stub on the underside of the 
evaporative loss flange, ensuring that the extension is 
pushed fully home. See Fig. 1. 

Fig 1 

Refit the evaporative loss flange to the fuel tank. ensuring 
that a new seal is fitted. 

Refit the fuel tank to the vehicle and refit the revised filler 
neck assembly, ensuring that new seals etc. are fitted at the 
following points: 

"0" ring - filler neck to tank joint 
Gaiter - filler neck to tank 
"0" rings - fuel feed pipe to tank (2 off) 
"0" rings - fuel return pipe to tank (2 off) 

Jaguar Cars Limited 2005
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Repair Method: 

Up to YIN 179736 

Remove the filler neck assembly from the vehicle and 
transfer it to a workbench. Drift out the roll-pin which acts 
as the filler flap hinge pin. Discard the filler neck. 

Assemble the filler flap to the revised pattern of filler neck, 
retaining the flap by driving in the new roll pin supplied. 

Refit the filler neck to the vehicle, using a new "0" ring at 
the neck-to-tank joint, and a new gaiter between the filler 
neck and tank. 

From YIN 179737 

Replace the filler neck assembly by the revised pattern. as 
above. 

Remove the fuel tank from the vehicle; remove the evapo
rative loss flange from the tank. 

Carefully press the breather tube extension, Part No. EBC 
10976, onto the breather stub on the underside of the 
evaporative loss flange, ensuring that the extension is 
pushed fully home. See Fig. 1. 

Fig 1 

Refit the evaporative loss flange to the fuel tank. ensuring 
that a new seal is fined. 

Refit the fuel tank to the vehicle and refit the revised filler 
neck assem bly, ensu ring that new seals etc. are fitted at the 
following points: 

"0" rl ng - fi lJe r neck to ta nk joint 
Gaiter - filler neck to tank 
"0" rings - fuel feed pipe to tank (2 off) 
"0" rings - fuel return pipe to tank (2 off) 
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Repair Method: 

Up to YIN 179736 

Remove the filler neck assembly from the vehicle and 
transfer it to a workbench. Drift out the roll-pin which acts 
as the filler flap hinge pin. Discard the filler neck. 

Assemble the filler flap to the revised pattern of filler neck, 
retaining the flap by driving in the new roll pin supplied. 

Refit the filler neck to the vehicle, using a new "0" ring at 
the neck-to-tank joint, and a new gaiter between the filler 
neck and tank. 

From YIN 179737 

Replace the tiller neck assembly by the revised pattern. as 
above. 

Remove the fuel tank from the vehicle; remove the evapo
rative loss flange from the tank. 

Carefully press the breather tube extension, Part No. EBC 
10976, onto the breather stub on the underside of the 
evaporative loss flange, ensuring that the extension is 
pushed fully home. See Fig. 1. 

Fig 1 

Refit the evaporative loss flange to the fuel tank. ensuring 
that a new seal is fined. 

Refit the fuel tank to the vehicle and refit the revised filler 
neck assembly, ensuring that new seals etc. are fitted atthe 
following points: 

"0" ring - filler neck to tank joint 
Gaiter - filler neck to tank 
"a" rings - fuel feed pipe to tank (2 off) 
"0" rings - fuel return pipe to tank (2 off) 
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PARTS INFORMATION 

ADMINISTRATION : For vehicles in warranty, the following applies: 
INFORMATION 

DESCRIPTION 
Filler Neck 

Filler Neck 

Filler Neck 

"0" ring-tank to filler 
neck 
Gaiter-filler neck 

"0" ring-tank to filler 
neck 

"0" ring-fuel feed 
pipe 
2 off required 

"0" ring-fuel return 
pipe 
2 off required 

Gaiter-filler neck 
Sealing ring - evapo- 
rative loss flange 

WARRANTY CODE 
2DNQ - Filler Neck Assembly BlockedlRestricted 

REPAIR OPERATION CODE 
SRO 19-91-35 should be quoted in either case below: 

Up to and including VIN 179736, a time of 0.65 hours may 
be claimed. 

PART NO. 
BEC 24094 

BEC 24096 

BEC24095 

CAC 7509 

CBC 2887 

CAC 7509 

AGU 1387 

AGU 1386 

CBC 8703B 

CBC 9223 

From VIN 179737, a time of 2.65 hours may be claimed. 

APPLICATION 

ALL Leaded fuel 
appt ications 

AND 

Unleaded fuel - 
JAPAN ONLY 
Unleaded fuel, USA 
and Canada 

Unteaded fuel, EX- 
CEPTJapan, USA 
and Canada 

ALL UP TO VIN 

179736 

FROM VIN 179737 
TO VI N 1 87836 

Jaguar Cars Limited 2005
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DESCRIPTION PART NO. APPLICATION 

Filler Neck BEC 24094 ALL Leaded fuel 
appl ications 

AND 

Unleaded fuel -
JAPAN ONLY 

Filler Neck BEC 24096 Unleaded fuel, USA 
and Canada 

Filler Neck BEC 24095 Unleaded fuel, EX-
CEPTJapan, USA 
and Canada 

"0" ring-tank to filler CAC 7509 ALL UP TO VIN 
neck 

Gaiter-filler neck CBC 2887 179736 

"0" ring-tank to filler CAe 7509 
neck 

"0" ring- fuel feed AGU 1387 
pipe 
2 off required 

"0" ring-fuel return AGU 1386 FROM VIN 179737 
pipe TO VIN 187836 
2 off required 

Gaiter-filler neck cac 8703/3 

Sealing ring - evapo- esc 9223 
rative loss flange 

For vehicles in warranty, the fo llowing appl ies: 

WARRANTY CQDE 
2DNQ - Filler Neck Assembly Blocked/Restricted 

REPAIR OPERATION CODE 

SRO 19-91-35 should be quoted in either case below: 

Up to and includjng VIN 179736, a time of 0.65 hours may 
be claimed. 

From VIN 179737, a time of 2.65 hours may be claimed. 
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DESCRIPTION PART NO. APPLICATION 

Filler Neck BEC 24094 ALL Leaded fuel 
appl ications 

AND 

Unleaded fuel -
JAPAN ONLY 

Filler Neck BEC 24096 Unleaded fuel, USA 
and Canada 

Filler Neck BEC 24095 Unleaded fuel, EX-
CEPTJapan, USA 
and Canada 

"0" ring-tank to filler CAC 7509 ALL UP TO VIN 
neck 

Gaiter-filler neck CBC 2887 179736 

"0" ring-tank to filler CAC 7509 
neck 

"0" ring-fuel feed AGU 1387 
pipe 
2 off required 

"0" ring-fuel return AGU 1386 FROM VIN 179737 
pipe TO VIN 187836 
2 off required 

Gaiter-filler neck cac 8703/3 

Sealing ring - evapo- esc 9223 
rative loss flange 

For vehicles in warranty, the fo llowing applies: 

WARRANTY CQDE 
2DNQ - Filler Neck Assembly Blocked/Restricted 

REPAIR OPERATION CODE 

SRO 19-91-35 should be quoted in either case below: 

Up to and includjng VIN 179736, a time of 0.65 hours may 
be claimed. 

From VIN 179737, a time of 2.65 hours may be claimed. 
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OCTOBER 1993 

PAGE: 1 OF 6 

MODEL 

SUBJECT 

JAGUAR XJS 6.0 1993.5 MY ALL VARIANTS 
VIN 188105 TO 190128 

JAGUAR XJ12 6.0 1993 MY ALL VARIANTS 
VIN 673299 TO 68721 9 

REVISED THROTLE PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY 

CUSTOMER CONCERN : Poor throttle progression; heavy 'feel' to throttie pedal. 

ADVICE TO CUSTOMER : Revised components are available for the throttle linkage, 
as fitted on later vehicles, which wil l overcome the con- 
cern. 

BACKGROUND 

Certain revised components in the throttle linkage were in- 
troduced in production, from: 

XJS: VlN 190129 
XJ 1 2: VIN 687220 

Fitment of the parts listed brings earlier vehicles up to later 
specification. 

DEALER ACT1 ON 

REPAIR METHOD 

: Yes - where necessary. 

: 1 Disconnect the battery; open the bonnet, fit wing 
covers. 

2. Rotate the  throttle pulley and release the inner cable 
from the pulley; slacken the locknut and release the 
outer cable from the abutment bracket. 

3. Inside the vehicle, depress the throttle pedal fully and 
release the cable from the pedal assembly. 

4. Under bonnet, displace the outer cable and grommet 
a t  the pedal box, remove the throttle cable complete. 

5, From the throttle rod operating bracket, disconnect the 
throttle operating rods; rotate the throttle pulley. al- 
lowing the cruise control actuator ball pin to be discon- 
nected from the pulley. 
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ADVICE TO CUSTOMER 

DEALER ACTION 

REPAIR METHOD 
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SRO: 19-91-36 

JAGUAR XJS 6.01993.5 MY ALL VARIANTS 
VIN 188105 TO 190128 

JAGUAR XJ12 6.0 1993 MY ALL VARIANTS 
VIN 673299 TO 687219 

REVISED THROTTLE PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY 

Poor throttle progression; heavy 'feel' to throttle pedal. 

Revised components are available for the throttle linkage, 
as fitted on later vehicles, which will overcome the con
cern. 

BACKGROUND 
Certain revised components in the throttle linkage were in
troduced in production, from: 

XJS: 
XJ12: 

VIN 190129 
VIN 687220 

Fitment of the parts listed brings earlier vehicles up to later 
specification . 

Yes - where necessary. 

1. Disconnect the battery; open the bonnet, fit wing 
covers. 

2. Rotate the throttle pulley and release the inner cable 
from the pulley; slacken the locknut and release the 
outer cable from the abutment bracket. 

3. Inside the vehicle, depress the throttle pedal fully and 
reJease the cabJe from the pedal assembly. 

4. Under bonnet displace the outer cable and grommet 
at the pedal box, remove the throttle cable complete. 

5, From the throttle rod operating bracket, disconnect the 
throttle operating rods; rotate the throttle pulley, al
lowing the cruise control actuator ball pin to be discon
nected from the pulley. 
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SRO: 19-91-36 

JAGUAR XJS 6.01993.5 MY All VARIANTS 
VIN 188105 TO 190128 

JAGUAR XJ12 6.0 1993 MY ALL VARIANTS 
VIN 673299 TO 687219 

REVISED THROTTLE PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY 

Poor throttle progression; heavy 'feel' to throttle pedal. 

Revised components are available for the throttle linkage, 
as fitted on later vehicles, which will overcome the con
cern. 

BACKGROUND 
Certain revised components in the throttle linkage were in
troduced in production, from: 

XJS: 
XJ12: 

VIN 190129 
VIN 687220 

Fitment of the parts listed brings earlier vehicles up to later 
specification . 

Yes - where necessary. 

1. Disconnect the battery; open the bonnet, fit wing 
covers. 

2. Rotate the throttle pulley and release the inner cable 
from the pulley; slacken the locknut and release the 
outer cable from the abutment bracket. 

3. Inside the vehicle, depress the throttle pedal fully and 
release the cable from the pedal assembly. 

4. Under bonnet, displace the outer cable and grommet 
at the pedal box, remove the throttle cable complete. 

5, From the throttle rod operating bracket, disconnect the 
throttle operating rods; rotate the throttle pulley, al
lowing the cruise control actuator ball pin to be discon
nected from the pulley. 
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6. Disconnect the idle switch multiplug, displace the 
throttle potentiometer harness rnultiplug from its 
mounting bracket; remove the screws, allowing the 
bracket for the lambda / speed sensor multiplug to be 
displaced for access. Disconnect the throttle poten- 
tiometer multiplug. 

7, Remove the nuts and release the throttle pedestal as- 
sembly from the fuel rail. Remove the securing screws 
and remove the throttle potentiometer. 

Fig. 1 

8, Release the outer spring from the cruise control ball 
pin bracket; remove and discard the bracket Iltem N, 
Fig. 1). 

9. On the throttle pedestal assern bly, knock down the ?a b 
and remove the retaining nut and tab washer. While 
carefully removing the following parts, as item ised in 
Fig. 1, take particular note of the locations for the lugs 
of the outer and inner torsion springs, toassist in re-as- 
sembly later: 

Throttle rod operating bracket (A) 
Thrust washer (B) 
Nylon washer (C)  
Throttle pulley (Dl * 
Outer torsion spring (throttle return spring)(E) * 
Spring separator (F) 
Inner torsion spring (GI * 
Nylon washer IH) 
Shaft (J) 
Shim (K) 

* The 3 items marked * above are to be discarded. 

70. Identify, using a micrometer, the THINNEST of the 
three replacement shims (Part Nos. EBC 8094, EBC 
8094/1, EBC 809412). 
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6. Disconnect the idle switch m ultiplug, displace the 
throttle potentiometer harness multiplug from its 
mounting bracket; remove the screws, allowing the 
bracket for the lambda I speed sensor multiplug to be 
displaced for access. Disconnect the throttle poten
tiometer multiplug. 

7. Remove the nuts and release the throttle pedestal as
sembly from the fuel rail. Remove the securing screws 
and remove the throttle potentiometer. 
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Fig. 1 

8. Release the outer spring from the cruise control ball 
pin bracket; remove and discard the bracket (Item N, 
Fig. 1). 

9. On the throttle pedestal assembly, knock down the tab 
and remove the retaining nut and tab washer. While 
carefully removing the following parts, as item ised in 
Fig. 1, take particular note of the locations for the lugs 
of the outer and inner torsion springs, to assist in re-as
sembly later: 

Throttle rod operating bracket (A) 

Thrust washer (B) 
Nylon washer (e) 

Throttle pulley (D) "* 
Outer torsion spring (throttle return spring)(E) .. 
Spring separator (F) 

Inner torsion spring (G) it-

Nylon washer (H) 
Shaft (J) 

Shim (K) 

.. The 3 items marked * above are to be discarded. 

10. Identify, using a micrometer, the THINNEST of the 
three replacement shims (Part Nos. EBC 8094, ESC 
8094/1, ESC 8094/2). 
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11. Fit the THfNNESTshim tothe shaft; insertthe shaft into 
the housing, ensuring that the shaft Is fully seated in 
the housing with zero endfloat. 

12. Rotate the shaft such that, when viewed from BELOW, 
the 'flat' on the shaft {which engages with the throttle 
potentiometer) is in the position indicated, facing the 
cast-in lug, Item A, Fig. 2.  

Fig. 2 

13. Assemble the components of the throttle pedestal as- 
sembly as illustrated in Fig. 1, in the following order: 

Fit and align the nylon washer (H) 

Fit and seat the REVISED inner torsion spring (GI, {Part 
No. NA8 3131 BA), engaging the lower lug into its locat- 
ing hole in the plate and housing (PI 

Fit and align the spring separator (FJ  

F i t  and align the REVISED outer torsion spring (El. 
(throttle return spring Part No. NAB3131 AA) engaging 
the lower lug of the  spring into its locating hole in the 
mounting plate (P) 

f i t  and fully seat the REVISED throttle pulley (01, (Part 
No. NAB 31 '11AA) engaging the upper lug of the inner 
torsion spring to the locating hole in the lower face of 
the pulley 

Fit and align the nylon washer IC) 

Fit and align the thrust washer (8) 

14. Ensuring that the 'flat' on the  lower end of the shaft is 
still in the  position described in (12) above, rotate the 
throttle pulley approximately half a turn  CLOCKWISE, 
as viewed from above, thus parriaily tensioning the 
inner spring. Maintaining the assembly in this posi- 
tion, f i t  and align the throttle rod bracket (A) to the top 
of the shaft. 
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13. Assemble the components of the throttle pedestal as
sembly as illustrated in Fig. 1, in the following order: 
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14. Ensuring that the 'flat' on the tower end of the shaft is 
still in the position described in (12) above, rotate the 
throttle pulley approximately half a turn CLOCKWISE, 
as viewed from above, thus partially tensioning the 
inner spring. Maintaining the assembly in this posi
tion, fit and al ign the throttle rod bracket (A) to the top 
of the shah. 
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15. Fit the NEW tab washer (Part No. C 43231 1, fit and 
tighten the retaining nut, DO NOT BEND THE TAB OF 
THE TAB WASHER AT THIS STAGE. 

Fit the REVISED cruise control ball pin bracket (N), (Part 
No. NAB 3088A1, refit and tighten its securing screws. 

16. Using a suitable hook tool, tension the outer torsion 
spring approximately ONE turn clockwise (as  viewed 
from above) and locate its upper lug into the cruise 
control ball pin bracket. 

Fig. 3 

17. Lightly hold the pedestal housing in a vice, as illus- 
trated in Fig. 3; assemble and mount a dial test indica- 
tor, to permit measurement of the shaft end float in the 
housing. Check the end float. 

Required end float: 0.051 mm to 0.25 rnm (0.002 to 
0.010 inches) 

18. Should the end float exceed the upper of the above di- 
mensions, measure by micrometer the alternative 
shims available; seiect the appropriate shim thickness 
which, when fitted, will reduce the end float to within 
the above limits. 

19. Slacken the retaining nut on the top of the shaft until 
only one or two threads remain engaged. Holding the 
assembly together, t o  prevent disengagement of the 
torsion springs from their locations, push the shaft 
downwards into the housing, thus allowing the circlip 
and shim a t  the lower end of the shaft to project from 
the recess on the underside of the housing. 

20. Adjust the pedestal assembly in the vice; remove the 
circlip, remove the existing THINNESTshim, repiace it 
with the shim selected in (18) above; refit the circlip. 
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21. Restore the pedestal assembly in the vice to'right way 
up'. Re-tighten the retaining nut. Re-check, by dial 
test indicator, that the shaft end float is  now within the 
required limits. 

22. Bend up the tab of the tab washer to lock the retaining 
nut. 

23. Refit the throttle pedestal assembly to the engine, in 
the reverse order of the earlier removal procedure. En- 
sure correct location of the shaft when engaging it to 
the throttle potentiometer. 

24. Offer up the REVISED throttle cable assembly to the 
pedal box, ensuring that the inner cable is  pushed 
through towards the throttle pedal as far as possible. 

25. Inside the vehicle, connect t h e  inner cable to the pedal. 

26. Underbonnet, put1 on the inner throttle cable, rotate 
the throttle pulley to allow the inner cable to be con- 
nected. Locate the outer cable to the bracket, secure 
the cable and adjust the cable to the correct length be- 
fore tightening the locknut. 

27. From the LH manifold bracket and butterfly iinkage, re- 
move and discard the  existing throttle return tension 
spring. 

In its place, fit a REVISED tension spring {Part No. NAB 
3030AB). 

S;milarly replace the RH throttle return tension spring. 

28. Refer to XJS or XJ12 Service Manual, as appropriate, 
Section 19.2 (Fuel system, 6.0 t i t re)  SRO 19-20-11. 
Carry out the procedure to check the throttle linkage; 
adjust if necessary. 

29. Carry out, in full, the procedure for 'Complete Engine 
Set-up', using JDS. 

JDS Disk No. DBC 4065 is required for XJS 6.0 models. 

JDS Disk No. DBC 4070 is  required far XJ12 models. 

30. Remove the wing covers and close the bonnet. 

31. Re-connect the battery; re-code the radio; re-set the 
clock. 
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PARTS INFORMATION : The following parts should be obtained from Jaguar Parts 
Operations: 

ADMINISTRATION 
INFORMATION 

# Select one per vehicle, as required by model applica- 
tion. 

WARRANW COMPLAINT CODE 
2MEY 

REPAIR OPERATION CODE & I ABOU-I I OWANCE 
SRO: 19-9 1-36 

1.70 hours. All models. 
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PARTS INFORMATION 

ADMINISTRATION 
INFOR MATIO N 
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The following parts should be obtained from Jaguar Parts 
Operations: 

DESCRIPTION MODEL PART QTY PER 
APPLICATION NUMBER VEHtCLE 

Throttle cable XJ12 RHO MMB 4620AA 1 # 

Throttle cable XJ12lHD MMB 4620BA 1 # 

Throttle cable XJS RHO MHC 4620BA 1 # 

Throttle cable XJS LHD MHC 4620AA 1 # 

Pulley assembly All NAB 3111AA 1 

Cruise control ALL NAB 3088AA 1 
ball pin bracket 

Torsion spring ALL NAB 3131AA 1 
(outer) 

Torsion spring ALL NAB 3131BA , 
(inner) 

Tension spring ALL NAB 3030AB 2 

Tab washer ALL C 43231 1 

Sel ect~ve-fit ALL ESC 8094 1 
shims ESC 8094/1 1 

ESC 8094/2 1 

# Select one per vehicle, as required by model applica-
tion. 

WARRANTY COMPLAINT CODE 
2MEY 

REPAIR OPERATION COOE & LA BOUR TIME ALLOWANCE 

SRO: 19-91-36 

1.70 hours. All models. 
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: JAGUAR AND DAIML;ER V12 6.0 1993 MY ALL DERIVATIVES 

V I N  RANGE 673299 TD 687218 

CUSrCFiW am: Poor idle quality, scrmetimes manifesting itself as an 
o~casional misfire at idle, be- transmitted to the  
interior of the vehicle. (Particularly noticed h e n  idling 
for prolow& perids in slow-mviq traffic). 

ADVICE M 
CU- 

DEALER ACTION 

: A revised pattern of front engine mounting is available 
which will wnsiderably inprove the m n m .  

: Y e s  - where necessary. 

REPAIR MEIHOD : Replace berth front engine rtlountings (Hydramunts) by item 
of revised pattern. The W o r k s h o p  P r W e  is fully 
m e . .  Jn Section 12 of the Service m u a l ;  reference 
s h a d  be made to SW3 12-45-14, LH side mounting, ard to 
SRO 12-45-15, RH side mounting, 

: The following P a r t s  should be ordered frm Jaguar Par ts  
Operations : 

rn PER 
D E S C R I m q  VEHICLE PAWT NO. 

MMD 750OAA 

A13MINI-ON : WP;RRANTY rnDE: lSMX 
mmTION 

REPAIR OPERATION a D E  & U4EOI.R TDE ALDXWCE: 

SD: 12-45-08 Replace BOTH front engine mounts. 

1.00 hours 
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SRO: 12-45-08 

MJDEL JAGUAR AND DAIMLER V12 6.0 1993 MY ALL DERIVATIVES 

VIN RANGE 673299 TO 687218 

SUBJECT POJR IDLING QUALITY 

CUS'KMER CONCERN: Poor idle quality, sometimes manifesting itself as an 
occasional misfire at idle, being transmitted to the 
interior of the vehicle. (Particularly noticed. when idling 
for prolonged periods in slow-moving traffic) . 

ADVICE 'TO A revised pattern of front engine rounting is available 
aJS'I'CMER which will considerably improve the concern. 

DEALER ACITON Yes - where necessary. 

REPAIR MElliOD Replace both front engine ll'DLlIltirgs (Hydrarrounts) by items 
of revised pattern. '!he Workshop Prc:xJedure is fully 
covered in Section 12 of the service Manual; reference 
should be made to SRO 12-45-14, lH side rounting, am to 
SRO 12-45-15, RH side mounting. 

PARI'S '!he following Parts should be ordered fram Jaguar Parts 
INFORMATION Operations: 

ADIDITSl'RATION 
lliFORMATION 

DESCRIPrION PARr NO. 

Hydramount MMD 7500AA 

WARRANTY CDDE: ISMX 

REPAIR OPERATION CODE & lABOUR TIME AI.I.a\fANCE: 

SRO: 12-45-03 Replace BOTH front engine mounts. 

1.00 hours 

Jaguar Cars Limited 
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VEHICLE 
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I 

m a  TO (IfiIIMW : mge to the smll '0 '  ring m the fuel pressure 
regulator dur- assably m y  lead to a f a l l  in 

pressure. ~e-- of the Wirq ard 
resola-t of the fuel presfllre regulator will 
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REPAIR MmmD 

--  

~ r c -  the d t i m .  

E A a m a m  A 
F i t  fxd system test gauges. Run and then stcp the 
. Any visible fall-off in fuel pressure is 
an indicaticm that the above c m  is likely. 

: Yes - W m S W .  

the lamet ard f i t  w i n g  covers. 

 amr re that the radio code is available, the 
bcot, renwe the bat- c o w  Kd discolnect the 
battery. 

D_7assu5se the fuel systen in accordance with 
Senrice Marmal Procechre, Sectim 12, SRO: 19-50-02 

Laak for abvious leaks- - the fuel pressure regulator f m  its 
hcx-lskg. 

Release the e a t o r  hasing £ r a n  the erd of the 
fuel rail; ranme the Wing; discard the '0' nng 
s&l fitted &tween the has* ard the fuel rail. 
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DEALER ACTIOO' 

REPAIR MEnm 

DAm: Jtm 1994 

EAGB: 1 Of! 2 

REF: JD 31./94 

SRO: 19-91-39 

XJ12 6.0 LITRE VIN RANGE 673299 TO 707625 
XJS 6.0 LITRE VIN RANGE 179737 TO 195120 

Poor start fran warm/hot condition, lang cranking 
titre. 

Darrage to the srrall '0 I ring an the fuel pressure 
regulator during assaIbl y may lead to a fall in 
fuel pressure. De-turring of the hrusing am 
replacerre.nt of the fuel pressure regulator will 
overc~ the condition. 

Fit fuel system test gauges. Run an:i then stop the 
engine. Arr:f visible fall-of f in fuel pressure is 
an indication that the ab:Jve concern is likely. 

Yes - where necessary. 

WJRKSlOP PROCEOORE 

Cp=n the bonnet and fit wing covers. 

Ensure that the radio cOOe is available. cpen the 
l:x::ot, rarove the battery caver and. disconnect the 
battery. 

Depressurise the fuel system in accordance with 
Service M3nl.lal Proca:lure, Section 12, SRO : 19-50-02 

Look for obvious leaks. 

Re:rove the fuel pressure regulator fran its 
hcusing. 

Release the regulator l'1.a.lsing fran the end of the 
fuel rail; rarove the ha.l.sing; discard the 10' ring 
seal fitted between the halsing and the fuel rail. 

Jaguar Cars Limited 

Service Bulletin JA~I 
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DAm: Jam 1.994 

D&TU.ER ACTION 

REPAIR MEnm 

EAGB: 1 OJ! 2 

REF: JD 31/94 

SRO: 19-91-39 

XJ12 6.0 LITRE VIN RANGE 673299 TO 707625 
XJS 6.0 LITRE VIN RANGE 179737 TO 195120 

PRESSURE REI;UIA'IQR 10 1 RIN} DAMAGE 

Pcor start fran wann/hot condition, long cranking 
titre. 

Darrage to the small '01 ring an the fuel pressure 
regulator during assetbly may lead to a fall in 
fuel pressure. De-rurring of the hall:dng am 
replacerrent of the fuel pressure regulator will 
overc~ the condition. 

Fit fuel system test gauges. Run an:i then stop the 
engine. Arr:I visible fall-of f in fuel pressure is 
an indication that the ab:Jve concern is likely. 

Yes - where necessary . 

W::>RKSlOP PROCEOORE 

Cp=n the bannet and fit wing covers. 

Ensure that the radio ccx:ie is available. cpen the 
boot, rarove the battery caver ani disconnect the 
battery. 

Depressurise the fuel system in accordance with 
Service M9nl.Jal Proce::lure, Section 12, SRO: 19-50-02 

I..J:Jak for obvious leaks. 

Re:rove the fuel pressure regulator fran its 
hcusing. 

Release the regulator ~ing fran the end of the 
fuel rail; rarove the halsing; discard the 10' ring 
seal fitted between the hcllsing and the fuel rail. 

Jaguar Cars Limited 



PARTS m.FomATIQN 

Carefully the small '0 '  ring s& of tile 
£uel pressure regulator valve. m g e  to  the seal 
pints to hms or casting flash at the outer erd 
of the seal bore in the pressure regulator hmsing. 

Carefully the smdll s& bore of the fuel 
pressure regulator Wing. 

Using a suitable hand tool, such as a cmntersink 
or rose bit, very -y mmve any sharp edges 
or f m n  the outer esld of the bore, Thomglily 
clean the hrxlsizlg in a suitable wash fluid and wipe 
it dry. 

Iubricate a rmv 0' ring seal w i t h  Vaseline* or 
q d v a l e n t  ptroleum jelly, fit it to the fuel rail 
and refit the fuel pressure regulator housing; 

F i t  a NIW fuel pressure regulator valve, 
Re-assmble with fuel pressure test gauges 
installed. 

Recmrnect the httery; re-set Lhe radio codes; 
re-set the clmk. 

Run the aqine briefly; check that no fuel systan 
weeps or l& are pmsmt, and that no pressure 
drop occurs w k n  the e r g h e  is stopped. Ratme the 
test: gauges. 

Rfftrnte the wing covers; dose the bonnet. 

: T h e  r ap id  p r r s  shculd be ordered via Jaguar 
Parts Operati-: 

REPAIR OPERATION C D E  & LABXR TIME MLCNWCE 

- 
Fuel Pressure Regulator 

' 0 '  ring seal, (hrxlsirq 
to fuel rail) 

'lRT1JD* 

EBL' 10768 

EBC 2207 

QPYfvE3 

1 

1 

Jaguar Cars Limited 2005

JD 31/94 

PARTS INFORMA.TIffi 

carefully examine the sm3ll '0' ring seal of the 
fuel pressure regulator valve. Darrage to the seal 
pJints to b.Jrrs or casting flash at the enter end 
of the seal bore in the pressure regulator housing. 

carefully examine the srrall seal bore of the fuel 
pressure regulator hrusing. 

Using a suitable hand tool; such as a co.mtersink 
or rose bit; very carefully rem:rve any sharp edges 
or brrrs fran the cuter end. of the rore. Thorcughl y 
clean the hoosing in a suitable wash fluid and wipe 
it dry. 

Lubricate a new '0 I ring seal with I Vaseline I or 
equivalent ~troleum jelly, fit it to the fuel rail 
arrl refit the fuel pressure regulator housingj 

Fit a lRf fuel 
Re-asserble with 
installed.. 

pressure regulator 
fuel pressure test 

valve. 
gauges 

Reconnect the batteryj re-set the radio cc:deSj 
re-set the clock. 

Rlm. the engine briefly; check that no fuel systan 
weeps or leaks are present; and that no pressure 
drop occurs when the engine is stopped. Rarove the 
test gauges. 

RaIDve the wing covers i close the b:mnet. 

The required p3rts shculd be ordered via Jaguar 
Parts Operations: 

IJB:1Ul'I'I(N ....,~H). {[IT/VEH 

Fuel Pressure Regulator ESC 10768 1 

'0' ring seal l (hrusing EB2 2207 1 
to fuel rail) 

2 H C B 

REPAIR OPERA.TIOO COJE & lAOOUR TIME ALU:WANCE 

SRO: 19-31-39 

XJI2 0 .40 harrs 
x..rs 0 . 60 harrs 

- 2 -

JD 31/94 

PARTS INFORMA.TIffi 

carefully examine the sm3ll '0' ring seal of the 
fuel pressure regulator valve. Darrage to the seal 
pJints to b.Jrrs or casting flash at the enter end 
of the seal bore in the pressure regulator housing. 

carefully examine the srrall seal bore of the fuel 
pressure regulator hrusing. 

Using a suitable hand tool; such as a co.mtersink 
or rose bit; very carefully rem:rve any sharp edges 
or brrrs fran the cuter end. of the rore. Thorcughl y 
clean the hoosing in a suitable wash fluid and wipe 
it dry. 

Lubricate a new '0 I ring seal with I Vaseline I or 
equivalent ~troleum jelly, fit it to the fuel rail 
arrl refit the fuel pressure regulator housingj 

Fit a lRf fuel 
Re-asserble with 
installed.. 

pressure regulator 
fuel pressure test 

valve. 
gauges 

Reconnect the batteryj re-set the radio cc:deSj 
re-set the clock. 

Rlm. the engine briefly; check that no fuel systan 
weeps or leaks are present; and that no pressure 
drop occurs when the engine is stopped. Rarove the 
test gauges. 

RaIDve the wing covers i close the b:mnet. 

The required p3rts shculd be ordered via Jaguar 
Parts Operations: 

IJB:1Ul'I'I(N ....,~H). {[IT/VEH 

Fuel Pressure Regulator ESC 10768 1 

'0' ring seal l (hrusing EB2 2207 1 
to fuel rail) 

2 H C B 

REPAIR OPERA.TIOO COJE & lAOOUR TIME ALU:WANCE 

SRO: 19-31-39 

XJI2 0 .40 harrs 
x..rs 0 . 60 harrs 

- 2 -
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